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PREFACE 
The concept of pure subgroups, neat subgroups, high subgroups, 
basic subgroups and divisible groups etc. are quite important notions 
and fundamental tools in abelian group theory. As the abeiian groups 
are modules over ring of integer. Hence the problem of generalizing 
these concepts and properties for various types of modules have been 
studied from time to time. Most of these concepts have been 
generalized for modules by different Mathematicians. For instance, in 
1952, Kaplansky generalized some of the well known results of pure 
subgroups and divisible groups for modules over dedekind rings and 
valuation rings. Later, in 1970, D. Eisenbud and J. C. Robson studied 
modules over dedekind prime rings. Subsequently D. Eisenbud and 
P. Griffith studied serial rings and modules over these rings. In 1972, 
H. Marubayashi, generalized some of the results of torsion abelian 
groups for torsion modules over bounded dedekind prime rings. Later, 
in 1975, S. Singh did the analogous study of modules over bounded 
(hnp)-rings and generalized some of the results of abelian groups. In 
[36] Singh studied h-pure submodules of a unital module with two 
conditions and generalized some results of abelian groups. Since then a 
number of papers have been written in connection with the 
generalization of the results of abelian groups. For instance, Khalid 
Benabdullah [13], S. Singh [36], M. Zubair Khan [17, 20, 22, 27] 
generalized the fundamental concepts and results of abelian groups. 
These modules were called S2-module [20] or TAG-module [13]. 
Recently S. Singh [37] studied the module satisfying only one condition 
and call them QTAG-module and generalized various results of abelian 
groups. 
The main purpose of the present dissertation is to continue the 
study of QTAG-modules and various concepts based on this module. 
The present dissertation comprises of five chapters, consisting of 
various sections. In the first chapter we collect some important 
definitions and well known results which we need in the subsequent 
chapters. Here we also define some basic definitions and properties of 
h-pure and h-neat submodules, h-divisible and basic submodules. 
Some elementary results on these notions are given. 
In chapter II, we have discussed some elementary concepts of 
completeness in S2-module. Firstly, we have given some results on 
subsocles which are needed for dealing with h-pure complete modules. 
Secondly, we have dealt with the concept of quasi-complete S2-module 
and give some results towards the characterization for S2-module. 
Further, we have dealt with some results of ^quasi complete S2-module 
and recall some elementary definitions and results about Mmbedded 
submodule for S2-module. Lastly, we have obtained some necessary 
and sufficient conditions for module to be h-dense [Prop. 2.5.2, 
Theorem 2.5.4, Prop. 2.5.5]. For any large submodule L of M, U = M^  
[Theorem 2.5.11]. 
In chapter III, we covers the study of closed modules for 
S2"modu!e and discuss some useful results for S2-modules, which will 
be more often used in the subsequent section. We further give some 
more results about the decomposition of closed modules for S2-module. 
Here we give a very fundamental theorem of Kulikov and few results 
concerning the abelian p-group proved by E. Enochs and J. Irwin. 
In chapter IV, we study a module with only one condition (called 
QTAG-module). The main purpose of this chapter is to see or indicate, 
the results of S2-modules can be extended to a QTAG-module. In 
section 4.2, we consider the h-pure submodules of QTAG-module and 
proved that high submodules are always h-pure submodule [Prop. 
4.2.11]. In section 4.3, we deal with the concept of kernel of h-purity for 
QTAG-module and got some nice characterization for kernel of h-purity 
for QTAG-module. In section 4.4, we deal with the notions like 
imbedded submodules and regularly imbedded submodules for QTAG-
module. Here we have obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a submodule of a QTAG-module to be a regularly imbedded submodule 
[Theorem 4.4.20]. 
In chapter V, we have discussed h-divisible and basic 
submodules of QTAG-modules. Here we have proved that any QTAG-
module has only one basic submodule if and only if it is either h-divisible 
or bounded [Theorem 5.2.16]. In section 5.3, we consider the quasi-
essential submodules of a QTAG-module and discussed few 
characterization and their consequences for QTAG-module. In section 
5.4, we deal with the study of quasi h-pure submodules for QTAG-
modules. Here we have obtained some characterization of h-neat and 
h-pure submodules. Also, we discussed several characterization of 
quasi h-pure submodules [Theorem 5.3.3 and Theorem 5.3.4] and as a 
consequence we deduce as a corollary 5.3.6. In last section, the 
concept of center of h-purity has been given for QTAG-module with 
some specific condition. 
I l l 
CHAPTER - 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Introduction: 
The notion of pure subgroups, neat subgroups, divisible subgroups 
and basic subgroups are quite important objects in abelian group theory. 
Some of its generalizations is done in the present dissertation. The 
principal purpose of this introductory chapter is to recall some 
necessary definitions, notations and other background informations 
needed for the subsequent chapters. In second section, some 
definitions and elementary properties of modules are given. In third 
section, we have given some useful definitions and results on h-pure 
and h-neat submodules as done in [19, 21, 36]. In last section, we have 
recalled some of the results of h-divisible and basic submodules [22, 
23]. 
Throughout this chapter we shall consider right R-module MR, 
where R is an associative ring with identity. 
1.2 Some elementary concepts for modules: 
Definition (1.2.1): Suppose M and N are two R-modulesand fisa 
function from M into N, f: M ^ N. Then f is called an R-homomorphism 
of M into N if and only if /"satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) f{m^ + m2) = f(mi) + (^ms) 
(ii) f(mr) = f(m)r 
for all r e R and m, mi, m2 e M. 
Example (1.2.2): Let M = Z as a module over the ring of integers Z. 
we define f:Z-^Z such that f{x) = 2x. 
Clearly f is homomorphism from Z into Z. 
Definition (1.2.3): A module MR is called simple if it has no proper 
submodule. 
Definition (1.2.4): Let MR be a module. Then the sum of all simple 
submodules of M is called socle of M, denoted by Soc(M). 
It is easy to see that for any submodule N of MR, 
Soc(N) = N n Soc(M) and Soc(Soc(M)) = Soc(M). 
Definition (1.2.5): Let MR be a module. Then a submodule N of 
Soc(M) is called subsocle of M. 
Proposition (1.2.6): [8, p.121]. If {MJa^iis an indexed set of 
submodules of M with M = © V M^ then Soc(M) = ® Y Soc(Ma). 
eve I ^ " ^ ^ „ ^ 
Definition (1.2.7): Let N be a submodule of MR, then N is called 
essential submodule of M if N n T 9^  0 for e\/ery non-zero submodule T 
of M. It is denoted by N c' M. 
Example (1.2.8): Let M = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}©8 be a module over Z. 
Then N = {0,4} and K = {0,2,4} are submodules of M. 
Clearly N n K ^ 0. So N is essential submodule of M. 
Definition (1.2.9): A module M extending N is called an essential 
extension provided every non-zero submodule of M has non-zero 
intersection with N. In other words if N c M, M is an essential extension 
of N if and only if N is essential submodule of M. 
Proposition (1.2.10): If N is an essential submodule of M, then 
Soc(N) = Soc(M). 
Proposition (1.2.11): Let M be a module with submodule K c N c M 
and H c M then, 
(i) Kc 'Mi fandonly i fKc 'NandN e'M. 
(ii) H n K cz' M if and only if H c' M and K e' M. 
Definition (1.2.12): If N and K are submodules of a module M, then 
N is called a complement of K if N is maximal with respect to the 
property N n K = 0. 
Definition (1.2.13): A submodule T of M is called complement 
submodule if T is a complement of some submodule U of M. 
Proposition (1.2.14): [8, prop. 5.21]. Every submodule N of R-
module M has a complement. Moreover, if N' is a complement of N. 
Then, 
(i) N e N' c' M. 
(ii) (N© .v')/A '^ c' M/iV'. 
Proposition (1.2.15): Let MR be a module and U c V be a 
submodules of M. Let K be a complement of U in M, then every 
complement of K n V in K is a complement of V In M. 
Proposition (1.2.16): [4, p.15]. If N is a submodule of M and K is 
any complement of N in M then there exists a complement Q of K in M 
such that N c Q. Furthermore, any such Q is a maximal essential 
extension of N in M. 
Definition (1.2.17): A module MR is called uniform if intersection of 
any two of its non-zero submodules is non-zero. 
Example (1.2.18): If we consider M = 2Z as a module over Z, then 
for any two non-zero submodules mZ and nZ of 2Z, it is trivial to see 
that mZ n nZ 5^  0, as mZ n nZ = fZ, where I is tc.m. of m and n. 
Definition (1.2.19): [4, p.15]. A submodule N of M is called closed 
in Mif N has no proper essential extension in M. 
Proposition (1.2.20): [4, p.16]. The closed submodules of a 
module M coincide with the complement submodules of M. 
Furthermore, if N and K are complement submodules and if K is a 
complement of N in M then N is a complement of K in M. 
Proposition (1.2.21): [4, p.16]. Let N be a submodule of M, let K 
be any complement of N in M and let Ni = N + K, then Ni e' M and Ni/K 
c' M/K. 
Definition (1.2.22): Let M be an R-module and let x G M. Then xR = 
{xr / r e R} is a submodule of M and is called the submodule of M 
generated by x. 
Definition (1.2.23): Let N be a submodule of MR, then {r e R / xr = 0, 
for every x G N} is called annihilatoro^ N and denoted by ann (N). 
Definition (1.2.24): Let M be a non-zero module. Then a finite chain 
of n + 1 submodules of M, 
M = Mo> Mi> M2> > Mn = 0 
is called a composition series of length n for M, provided M|/Mj+i (i = 
1,2,3, n) is simple. 
If the length of a module M is n, then we write d(M) = n. 
Definition (1.2.25): A module MR is called uniserial if it has a unique 
composition series of finite length. 
Example (1.2.26): Let M = {0,1,2,3}®4 be a module over Z. Then M = 
Mo, Mi = {0,2}, M2 = {0} are submodules of M and M = MQ > Mi > M2 = {0} 
is a unique composition series of length 2 for M as M1/M0 and M2/M1 are 
simple modules. So M is a uniserial module. 
Example (1.2.27): Let M = {0,1,2,3,4,5}©6 be a module over Z. Then 
M = Mo, Mi = {0,2,4}, M2 = {0,3}, M3 = {0} are submodules of M and 
M = Mo > Ml > M3 = {0}, M = Mo > M2 > M3 = {0} are two composition 
series of length 2 for M. So M is not a uniserial module. 
Definition (1.2.28): A module MR is called injective if given any 
diagram, 
0 > A — ^ B 
K 
M 
of R~modules with exact row, it is always possible to find an R-
homomorphism /?: B -> M such thathof-g. 
Definition (1.2.29): A module MR is called projective if given any 
diagram, 
M 
V 
- ^ B > 0 
of R-modules with exact row, it is always possible to find an R-
homomorphism /7: M -^ A such that foh-g. 
Definition (1.2.30): Let N be an extension of a R-module M. If N is a 
maximal essential extension of M, then N is called an injective hull of M, 
denoted by ER(M). 
Example (1.2.31): Let Z be the ring of integers and Q be the additive 
group of rational numbers. Then Qz is the injective hull of Zz. 
Proposition (1.2.32): Let N be an extension of a R-module M. Then 
the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) N is the injective hull of M. 
(ii) N is injective R-module and N is an essential extension of M. 
(iii) N is a minimal injective extension of M, that is, N is an injective R-
module such that M c iV' c N and A^ ' is injective, then A^ ' = N. 
Definition (1.2.33): The minimal injective right R-module E 
containing MR is called injective invelope of M and is denoted by E(M). 
Definition (1.2.34): An element of a ring R is called regular if it is 
neither left zero divisor nor right zero divisor. 
Definition (1.2.35): A module MR is called divisible if Mr = M for all 
regular elements r e R. 
Proposition (1.2.36): [8, p. 206]. Every module MR can be embed 
-ded in an injective right R-module. 
Remark (1.2.37): If E is injective envelope of M, then Soc(M) = 
Soc(E). 
Remark (1.2.38): Every injective module is divisible. 
Definition (1.2.39): A ring R is called right (left) hereditary if every 
right (left) ideal is projective. 
Definition (1.2.40): A ring R is called hereditary if it is both right as 
well as left hereditary. 
Example (1.2.41): (i) The ring of integers is a hereditary ring. 
(ii) Any principal ideal domain is a hereditary ring. 
Definition (1.2.42): A ring R is called prime ring if (0) is a prime 
ideal. 
Definition (1.2.43): A ring R is called right Noetherian (Artinian) if 
every ascending (descending) chain of right ideals becomes stationary 
after a finite number of steps. 
Definition (1.2.44): A prime ring which is a right hereditary, left 
hereditary, right noetherian and left noetherian is called hereditary 
noetherian prime ring [(hnp)-ring]. 
Definition (1.2.45): A ring R is called right (left) bounded if each of 
its essential right (left) ideal contains a non-zero two sided ideal. 
Definition (1.2.46): An (hnp)-ring R with no proper idempotent two 
sided ideals is called dedel<ind prime ring. 
Definition (1.2.47): A submodule N of M is called absolute direct 
summand of M if for every complement K of N in M, M = N © K. 
Definition (1.2.48): [6]. A ring R is called serial if its right and left 
modules are direct sum of uniserial modules; equivalently, a ring R is 
serial if it satisfies minimum condition on both sides and for every 
primitive idempotent e of R the right (left) ideal eR (Re) has unique 
composition series. 
Some authors call these rings as generalized uniserial rings. 
Proposition (1.2.49): [6, Theorem 17]. Let R be a generalized 
uniserial ring, then every R-module is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proposition (1.2.50): [6, Cor. 3.2]. Every factor ring of an (hnp)-
ring is a generalized uniserial ring. 
Proposition (1.2.51): [35, Cor. 4]. Let M be a divisible module 
over a bounded (hnp)-ring, then M is injective. 
Remark (1.2.52): Divisible module and injective module over (hnp)-
ring are equivalent. 
Definition (1.2.53): In a module MR, an element x is said to be a 
tors/0/7 element if xr = 0 for some regular element r e R. The set of all 
torsion element T(M) forms a submodule and is called torsion 
submodule of M. A module M is said to be torsion module if T(M) = M. 
Equivalently if every non-zero element of M is torsion. 
Definition (1.2.54): In a module MR, an element x is said to be 
tors/0/7 free if for every regular element r e R with xr = 0 implies that 
r = 0. A module M is said to be torsion free if T(M) = 0. Equivalently if 
every non-zero element of M is torsion free. 
Proposition (1.2.55): [35, Lemma 1, 2]. Let R be a bounded 
(hnp)-ring, then the following hold. 
(i) Every finitely generated torsion R-module is a direct sum of 
finitely many uniserial modules. 
(ii) Any uniform torsion R-module is either of finite length and 
uniserial or is injective and of infinite length. 
(iii) Let U and V be two uniform, torsion right R-modules and 
b(;^ 0) G U. If f : bR -^ V is a non-zero R-homomorphism 
and d(U/bR) < {V/f(bR)), then f can be extended to an R-
homomorphism g : U -^ V and U/bR = g(U)/g(bR). 
(iv) Any non-zero homomorphic image of a uniform torsion R-
module is uniform. 
Definition (1.2.56): [35]. Let MR be a torsion module over a 
bounded (hnp)-ring R, then an element x( ?^  0) of M is called uniform if 
xR is uniform R-module. 
Definition (1.2.57): [35]. Let MR be a torsion module over a 
bounded (hnp)-ring R, then a uniform element x G M is called of 
exponent n denoted by e(x). if d(xR) = n, and sup{d(yR/xR)}, where yR 
runs over uniform submodules of M containing x, is called the height of 
X and is denoted by HM(X) or simply H(x). 
Definition (1.2.58): Let MR be a torsion module over a bounded 
(hnp)-ring R, then M is called bounded if there exists a positive integer k 
such that H(x) < k, for all uniform elements x e M. 
Proposition (1.2.59): [35, Lemma 3]. Let M be a torsion R-
module and Bi B2, Bn; Ai,A2, Am be finitely 
m m 
many finite length uniform submodules of M such that J ] 4 ~ ® Z ^ ' 
M /=1 
a n d ^ ^ , = ® Z ^ . -
Then 
(i) Every Bj is isomorphic to a submodule of some Aj under the 
natural projection. 
(ii) For any i, A| is a homomorphic image of some Bj. 
Definition (1.2.60): [35]. Let MR be a torsion module over a 
bounded (hnp)-ring R, then Hk(M) will denote the submodule of M 
generated by all those uniform elements of M, which are of height at 
least k. 
Proposition (1.2.61): [35, Lemma 6]. If M = A + B is a torsion 
module over a bounded (hnp)-ring R, then for any non-negative integer 
k, Hk(M) = Hk(A) + Hk(B). 
Definition (1.2.62): Let MR be a module. Then M is called unital 
provided 1 G R, 1.x = x, V x G M. 
Definition (1.2.63): Let R be an associative ring with identity 1 ^  0. 
Then an unital right R-module M is called S2-module if it satisfies the 
following two conditions: 
(i) Every finitely generated submodule of every homomorphic 
image of M is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(ii) Given any two uniserial submodules U and V of a 
homomorphic image of M, for any submodule W of U, any 
non-zero homomorphisms /": W -> V can be extended to a 
homomorphism g : U -> V provided the composition length 
d(U/W) < d(V/f(W)). 
These modules are also called TAG-modules in [13]. 
Proposition (1.2.64): [36. corollary 1]. Any bounded S2-module 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Definition (1.2.65): If M is an S2-module, then M is called 
decomposable if M is a direct sum of uniserial submodules. 
Theorem (1.2.66): If N is a submodule of a decomposable S2-
module M, then N is also decomposable. 
Theorem (1.2.67): If N is a decomposable submodule of an S2-
module M such that M/N is bounded, then M is decomposable. 
Definition (1.2.68): If M is an S2-module, then M is called separable 
ifM^ = 0. 
Definition (1.2.69): A submodule K of an S2-module M is called the 
closure of a submodule N in M if K/N = (M/N)^  and is denoted as A^ , i.e. 
K = ^v. N is called closed ifN = N. 
Definition (1.2.70): Let S be a submodule of an S2-module M and S 
be the closure of S in M. The closure of S in Soc{M) is given as S n 
Soc(M). S is called closed in Soc(M), if S = S n Soc(M). 
Definition (1.2.71): A subsocle S of an S2-module M is said to 
support a submodule N of M if and only if Soc(N) = S. 
1.3 h-pure and h-neat submodules: 
Definition (1.3.1): [36]. A submodule N of an S2-module M is called 
h-pure if Hn(N) = N n Hn(M) for all non-negative integer n. 
Definition (1.3.2): If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M, 
then N is called center of h-purity if every complement of N is h-pure in 
M. 
Definition (1.3.3): Let M be an S2-module and N be a submodule of 
M then for any integer k > 0, we define H''(N) to be the submodule of M 
generated by those uniform elements x e M, for which the elements x = 
X + N in M/N has exponent < k. 
In other words H'^ (N) is a submodule generated by those uniform 
elements x for which d(xR/xRnN) < k . i.e. there exists atleast a uniform 
element y G xR n N such that d(xR/yR) < k. 
Definition (1.3.4): An S2-module M with M ^  Hi(M), is said to be of 
horizontal exponent n if H"-^ (0) < Hi(M) but H"(0) ^ Hi{M), symbolically 
we write h(M) = n. 
Definition (1.3.5): An S2-module M is said to be an elementary 
module of exponent n if h(M) = n and H"(0) = M. 
Proposition (1.3.6): If M is an S2-module and K is a submodule of 
M. If M and K are both elementary modules of exponent n (n ^ 2) and if 
H"'\0) = Hi(M) = N ® Hi(K) where N is an elementary module of 
exponent n - 1, then there exists an elementary submodule A^ ' of 
exponent n such that M = yV ® K, N' 3 N. 
Proposition (1.3.7): [36, Lemma 1]. Let x be a uniform element 
in Soc(M) such that H(x) is finite. If u G M is a uniform element such that 
x G uR and d(uR/xR) = H(x) then uR is a summand of M. 
Proposition (1.3.8): [36, Lemma 2]. Let N be a submodule of an 
S2-module M then the following hold: 
(1) If N is h-pure in M, given any uniform element, x e M/N there 
exists a uniform element x' e M such that e( x)=e(x') and x = 
X ' . 
(ii) If N is h-pure in K and K is h-pure in M, then N is h-pure in M. 
(iii) If N is h-pure in M then for any submodule K of N, N/K is h-
pure in M/K. 
(iv) If K is h-pure submodule of M such that K c N and N/K is h-
pure in M/K, then N is h-pure in M. 
Proposition (1.3.9): [36, Lemma 3] Let every uniform element in 
Socle(M) be of infinite height. Then given any uniform element x £ M, 
there exists a uniform element y e M such that x e yR and e(x) < e(y). 
Proposition (1.3.10): [36, Theorem 4]. Let M be an S2-module. If 
every uniform element in Soc(M) is of infinite height, then M is a direct 
sum of infinite length uniform submodules. 
Proposition (1.3.11): [36, Theorem 5]. Let M be an S2-module, 
then M has uniform summand which can be chosen to be of finite length 
in case not all uniform elements in Soc(M) are of infinite height. 
Proposition (1.3.12): Let M be an S2-module. If M/Soc(M) is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules then so is M. 
Definition (1.3.13): If M is an S2-module, then a submodule N of M 
is called h-neat if and only if Hi(N) = N n Hi(M). 
Definition (1.3.14): Let M be an S2-module. If N is an h-neat sub-
module of M, then N/K is h-neat in M/K. 
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Definition (1.3.15): Let M be an Ss-module. If K is h-neat in M and 
N/K is h-neat in M/K, then N is h-neat in M. 
Proposition (1.3.16): Let M be an Sz-module. Then for any uniform 
element x e M, xR is h-neat in M if and only if HM(X) = 0. 
Proposition (1.3.17): [19, Tlieorem 3]. A submodule N of an S2-
module M is h-neat if and only if N has no proper essential extension M. 
Proposition (1.3.18): [19, Cor. 4]. If M is an Ss-module, then h-
neat submodules of M coincide with complement submodules. 
Definition (1.3.19): If M is an Ss-module and N is a submodule of M, 
then a minimal h-neat submodule of M containing N is called h-neat hull 
ofN. 
Lemma (1.3.20): If M is an S2-module and N is h-neat submodule of 
M with Soc(N) = Soc(M), then N = M. 
Lemma (1.3.21): If M is an S2-module and N is an h-neat submodule 
of M such that Soc(N) ® Soc(T) = Soc(M), then N is a complement of T. 
1.4 h-divisible and basic submodules: 
In this section, we recall some definitions and properties of h-
divisible submodules for S2-modules as introduced by M. Zubair Khan 
[22]. 
Definition (1.4.1): [22]. Let M be an S2-module, then M is called h-
divisibleifHi(M) = IVI. 
Remark (1.4.2): An S2-module M is h-divisible if and only if every 
uniform element of M is of infinite height. 
Proposition (1.4.3): [22, Lemma 1]. Let M be an S2-module and 
M = e I Ma, then M is h-divisible if and only if each Ma is h-divisible. 
Proposition (1.4.4): [22, Lemma 2]. Let M be an Ss-module, then 
M is h-divisible if and only if every uniform element of Soc(M) is of 
infinite height. 
Theorem (1.4.5): [22, Theorem 3]. If M is an Sj-module, then M 
is h-divisible if and only if M is a direct sum of infinite length uniform 
submiodules. 
Proposition (1.4.6): [22, Theorem 4]. Let M be an Ss-module, 
and N be an h-divisible submodule of M, then N is a direct summand of 
M. 
Definition (1.4.7): An Ss-module M is called h-reduced if {0} is the 
only h-divisible submodule of M. 
Theorem (1.4.8): If M is an Sa-module, then M = D e H where D is 
the h-divisible part of M and H is reduced. 
Definition (1.4.9): [23]. Let M be an S2-module. A submodule B of 
M is called a basic submodule of M if the following hold. 
(i) B is a direct sum of uniserial modules, (i.e. B is 
decomposable). 
(ii) B is h-pure in M. 
(ill) M/B is h-divisible. 
Theorem (1.4.10): [23, Theorem 1]. Let M be an S2-module, then 
M possesses a basic submodule. 
Theorem (1.4.11): [23, Theorem 5]. If M is an S2-module, then 
any two basic submodules are isomorphic. 
Lemma (1.4.12): [22, Lemma 6]. Let M be an S2-module and B be 
a basic submodule of M. If N is a h-neat submodule of M containing B 
then N is h-pure submodule of M. 
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Lemma (1.4.13): [22, Lemma 7]. If M is an S2-modue and N is h-
pure submodule of M then N^  = N n M\ where N^  is a submodule 
generated by uniform elements of N of infinite height. 
Theorem (1.4.14): [22, Theorem 8]. Let M be an Ss-module and 
B be a basic submodule of M and N be h-neat submodule of M\ If K is 
minimal h-neat submodule of M containing B and N, then K is h-pure 
submodule of M and K^  = N. 
Theorem (1.4.15): [22, Theorem 9]. If M is an S2-module and B' 
is a basic submodule of Hk(M) then there exists a basic submodule B of 
MsuchthatHk(B)=5'. 
Theorem (1.4.16): [22, Theorem 10]. Let M be an S2-module and 
A^ ' be a h-pure submodule of Hn(M) then there exists a h-pure sub-
module N of M such that Hn(N) = A '^. 
Definition (1.4.17): Let M be an S2-module. A submodule N of M is 
called high submodule of M if N is maximal with the property N n M^  = 0 
i.e. N is complement of M \ where M^  is the submodule of M, containing 
elements of infinite height. 
Theorem (1.4.18): If M is an S2-module and L is a submodule of M 
such that L D Hn(M). If N is a high submodule of M then there exists a 
high submodule K of L such that N D K ^ Hn(N). 
Corollary (1.4.19): If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M 
with Hn(M) c N, If B is a basic submodule of M which is also a high 
submodule of M then there exists a basic submodule B' of N such that 
B D S ' 3Hn(B). 
Theorem (1.4.20): If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M 
such that N > Hn(i\/I). If B' is a basic submodule of N, then there exists a 
basic submodule B of M such that B' < B. 
CHAPTER-2 
SOME ELEMENTARY COMPLETENESS IN 
S2-MODULES 
2.1 Introduction: 
T. J. Head [38], introduce the abelian groups in which the closure 
of every pure subgroup is again a pure subgroup. In [15], L. Fuchs 
called such groups as quasi-complete groups and investigated some 
characterizations of these groups. The concept of pure-complete 
groups, the abelian groups in which every subsocle supports a pure 
subgroup, is closely related with quasi-complete groups. A number of 
results on pure-complete groups and its relation with quasi-complete 
groups have been given in [15] and [11]. M. Zubair Khan [19], 
generalized the concept of pure complete groups for S2-module and 
called it h-pure-complete modules. In section 2.2, deals with the 
concept of h-pure complete S2-module and generalized some of the 
results of abelian groups for S2-module as done in [16]. In section 2.3, 
deals with the concept of quasi-complete S2-module and generalized 
some of the results of abelian groups for S2-module as done in [16]. In 
section 2.4, M. Zubair Khan, A. Halim Ansari and Mofeed Ahmad [27] 
introduce the concept of /'-quasi-complete S2-module. This concept is a 
further generalization of quasi-complete S2-module. In last section, M. 
Zubair Khan, A. Halim Ansari and Mofeed Ahmad introduced the 
concept of h-dense and large submodules for S2-module [1] and obtain 
some useful results. 
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2.2 h-pure-completeness: 
In this section, firstly we have given some results on subsocles which 
are needed for dealing with h-pure-complete modules. We have also 
given some criterion for subsocles of an h-pure-complete S2-module to 
support direct summands. 
Definition (2.2.1): An S2-module M is called h-pure-complete if for 
every subsocle S of N, there exists an h-pure submodule N of M such 
that Soc(N) = S. 
Now we start with the following generalization of [11, Lemma 1]. 
Proposition (2.2.2): If a subsocle S of an S2-module M supports an 
h-prue submodule K of M, then 
(i) Soc(M/S) = Soc(K/S) @ Soc(M)/S. 
(ii) For any uniform element x + S e Soc(M/S), with x + S = (y 
+ S) + (z + S), where y e K, z e Soc(M), we have 
HM/S(X + S) = min{HM/s(y + S),HM/S(Z + S)}. 
The following result is a generalization of result of J. Irwin and J. 
Swanek [11, Lemma 2]. 
Proposition (2.2.3): Let N and K be h-pure submodules of an S2-
module M such that Soc(M) = Soc(N) © Soc(K). If for every uniform 
element x e Soc(M), with x = y + z, where y e Soc(N) and z e Soc(K), 
H(x) = min{H(y), H(z)}, then M = N ® K. 
The following theorem, a generalizatioin of [15, Lemma 73.2], 
provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a subsocle to support 
a summand of an h-pure-complete S2-module. 
Theorem (2.2.4): A subsocle S of an h-pure-complete S2-module M 
supports a summand of M if and only if S is the image of a projection of 
Soc(M). 
Proof: If N is a summand of M supported by S, then trivially, the 
projection 7t : M -^ N restricted to Soc(M) induces a projection Soc(M) 
-> Soc(N). Hence, S is an image of Soc(M). Conversely, suppose that 
there exists a projection n' : Soc(M) -> S. For any uniform element x G 
Soc(M), we have x = 7r'(x)+(l-7i')(x). Therefore, 7t'(Soc(M)) = S and (I-
7r')(Soc(M)) are subsocles of M. Also, as M is h-pure-complete, these 
subsocles will support h-pure submoduels N and K respectively such 
that Soc(M) = Soc(N) ® Soc(K) and for any uniform element x e 
Soc(M), with X = y + z, where y G SOC(N), Z G SOC(K), H(X) = 
min{H(y),H(z)}. Hence by Proposition 2.2.3, M = N © K. This proves the 
theorem. 
Corollary (2.2.5): If an S2-module M is decomposable, then a 
subsocle S of M supports a summand of M if and only if S is the image 
of a projection of Soc(M). 
Theorem (2.2.6): A reduced h-pure-complete S2-module is 
separable. 
Proof: Let M be a reduced h-pure-complete S2-module. Then, 
choosing the subsocle Soc(M^). We can find an h-pure submodule K of 
M such that Soc(K) = Soc(M^). Now, let x be a uniform element in 
SOG(K), then HM(X) = «•. Since, K is h-pure in M, Hk(x) = HM(X). Thus, 
every uniform element of Soc(K) has infinite height in K. Therefore, by 
[22, Lemma 2], K is h-divisible submodule of M. Consequently K = 0, as 
M is reduced. Hence M^  = 0. This proves the theorem. 
2.3 Quasi-completeness: 
In this section, we discuss the concept of quasi-complete S2-module 
and give some results towards a characterization as introduced in [16]. 
Lastly it is shown that for a reduced S2-module, the quasi-completeness 
is equivalent to h-pure-completeness. 
Definition (2.3.1): An S2-module M is said to be quasi-complete, if 
the closure N of every h-pure submodule N of M, is h-pure in M. 
Lemma (2.3.2): If N be an h-pure submodule of an S2-module M, 
then N is h-pure in M if and only if (M/N)^  is h-divisible. 
Proposition (2.3.3): A reduced quasi-complete S2-module is 
separable. 
Proof: Let M be a reduced quasi-complete S2-module. Then as (0) is 
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h-pure submodule of M, we get 0 = f] (O + Hn(M)) = M^  is h-pure in M. 
Therefore, every uniform element of M^  has height infinity in W\\ 
Consequently by Remark 1.4.2, M^  is h-divisible submodule of M. 
Therefore, M^  = 0, as M is reduced. Hence the proposition follows. 
Proposition (2.3.4): If M is a separable Ss-module such that the 
closure of every unbounded h-pure submodule is h-pure, then M is 
quasi-complete. 
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Proof: Let N be an h-pure submodule of M. If it is unbounded then the 
result is done. If N is a bounded h-pure submodule of M, then by [36, 
Theorem 3], there exists a submodule T of M such that M = N © T, so 
that T = M/N. Now N/N = (M/N)^  = T^  = 0, as M is separable. So that 
N=N and thus the proposition follows. 
Proposition (2.3.5): If M is a quasi-complete Sj-module, then the 
closure of any h-pure submodule of M is quasi-complete. 
Proof: Let N be an h-pure submodule of M, then N is h-pure in M. If K 
is an h-pure submodule of N, then K is h-pure in M. Consequently, Z is 
h-pure in M. Since, K c N c M, we get ^ is h-pure in N. Hence the 
proposition follows. 
The following theorem gives a characterization of reduced quasi-
complete S2-module and generalizes [15, Theorem 74.1], 
Theorem (2.3.6): A reduced S2-module M is quasi-complete if and 
only if for every h-pure submodule N of M and for every subsocle S of M 
with Soc(N) c S, there exists an h-pure submodule K of M which 
contains N and is supported by S. 
As a consequence of the above theorem, we get the following 
generalization of [15, Corollary 74.2]. 
Corollary (2.3.7): Let M be a reduced S2-module. If M is quasi-
complete, then it is h-pure-complete. 
Theorem (2.3.8): Let M be a reduced S2-module. Then M is quasi-
complete if and only if it is h-pure-complete. 
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2.4 €-quasi-completeness: 
In this section, we deals some results of ^quasi-complete 
S2-module. Here we recall some elementary definitions and results 
about Mmbedded submodule for S2-module. 
Definition (2.4.1): A submodule N of an Ss-module M is called 
{-imbedded if there exists a non-decreasing function t : T ~^T such 
that N n H{(n)(M) c Hn(N) for each n G Z\ 
Lemma (2.4.2): Let K c N be a submodules of M such that K is 
{-imbedded in M, then K is Mmbedded in N. 
Lemma (2.4.3): If K is ^rimbedded in N and N is {2-imbedded in M. 
Then K is ^ 2 0 ^ rimbedded in M. 
Lemma (2.4.4): Let K c N be submodules of M such that N is 
Mmbedded in M, then N/K is Mmbedded in M/K. 
Lemma (2.4.5): If N is Mmbedded in M, then it is f 0 ^imbedded for 
every {'. 
Lemma (2.4.6): Let K c N be submodules of M such that K is 
friiTibedded in M and N/K is (2-imbedded in M/K. Then N is 2^ 0 ir 
imbejdded in M. 
Lemma (2.4.7): Let Ni and N2 be submodules of M. 
(a) If Ni n N2 is Mmbedded in Ni, then N2 is Mmbedded in Ni + 
N2. 
(b) If Ni + N2 is Mmbedded in M and Ni n N2 is Mmbedded in Ni, 
then N2 is ^ 0 Mmbedded in M. 
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(c) If Ni + N2 and Ni n N2 are Mmbedded in M, then Ni and N2 are 
i 0 Mmbedded in M. 
(d) If Ni n N2 is f-imbedded in Ni + N2, then Ni and N2 are I 0 ^ 
imbedded in Ni + N2. 
Corollary (2.4.8): If M/K = N/K e T/K such that K is Embedded in N, 
then T is Mmbedded in M. 
Lemma (2.4.9): For an Embedded submodule N of M, N n M^  = H\ 
Definition (2.4.10): An S2-module M is called {-quasi-complete if the 
closure N of every Mmbedded submodule N of M is an imbedded sub-
miodule of M. 
Proposition (2.4.11): Let M be an S2-module and N be an 
^imbedded submodule of M. If N is imbedded in M, then N is 
^imbedded. 
Proposition (2.4.12): A reduced ^quasi-compIete S2-module M is 
separable. 
Definition (2.4.13): Let N be an Embedded submodule of an 
S2-module M. Then N is said to be strongly {-imbedded if every 
subsocle S of M containing Soc(N) supports an Mmbedded submodule 
of M containing N. 
Theorem (2.4.14): If an S2-module M is ^quasi-complete, then e\/erY 
Mmbedded submodule of M is strongly Mmbedded. 
Definition (2.4.15): An S2-module M is called i-imbedded-complete 
if every subsocle of M supports an Mmbedded submodule of M. 
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Corollary (2.4.16): An ^quasi-complete S2-moclule M is f-imbedded 
complete. 
Proposition (2.4.17): A reduced Nmbedded-complete S2-module M 
is separable. 
Proof: Using the definition of Mmbedded-completeness, we get 
Soc(M )^ = Soc(K), for some ^imbedded submodule K of M. Now, for 
any uniform element x e Soc(K), x G K^  (by Lemma 2.4.9). Hence by 
[22, Lemma 2], K is h-divisibie. Hence K = 0 and consequently, M^  = 0. 
2.5 h-dense and large submodules: 
Khan, Ansari and Ahmad [1] introduced the concept of h-dense 
and large submodules for S2-module and obtained some necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a module to be h-dense [Prop. 2.5.2^ Theorem 
2.5.4, Prop. 2.5.5]. Further, it is also shown that any large submodule L 
of M, L^  = M^  [Theorem 2.5.11] and a high submodule of a large 
submodule of M is closed in a high submodule of M under certain 
condition [Theorem 2.5.15]. 
Definition (2.5.1): A submodule N of an S2-module M is called 
h-dense if and only if M/N is h-divisible. 
Proposition (2.5.2): A submodule N of an S2-module M is h-dense if 
and only if M = N + Hn(M) for every n. 
Corollary (2.5.3): If N is h-dense in an S2-module M, then every 
submodule K with N e K e M is also h-dense in M. 
Theorem (2.5.4): If N is an h-pure submodule of an S2-module M, 
then N is h-dense in M if and only if N contains basic submodule of M. 
Proof: Suppose N is h-dense in M. Let B be a basic submodule of N 
then B is h-pure in M. Also N/B being h-divisibie submodule of M/B, is a 
direct summand [22, Theorem 4] of M/B. Thus M/B = N/B 0 K/B and 
K/B - M/N which is h-divisible. Hence M/B is also h-divisible. Thus B is 
a basic submodule of M. Conversely, suppose that N contains a basic 
submodule B of M. Then M/N = M/B/N/B is h-divisible and hence N is 
h-dense in M, 
Proposition (2.5.5): Let M be an S2-module. Then a submodule N 
containing a basic submodule B of M is h-pure if and only if B is h-
dense in N. 
Proposition (2.5.6): If K is a minimal h-pure submodule of an 
S2-module M containing a submodule N of M such that there is a 
submodule L of N which is h-dense in N and h-pure in M, then K = N. 
Definition (2.5.7): A submodule L of an S2-module M is said to be 
large if L is fully invariant and M = L + B, for every basic submodule B of 
M. 
Proposition (2.5.8): Let M be an S2-module, then Hn(M) is a large 
submodule of M for every n. 
Proposition (2.5.9): If L is a large submodule of an S2-module M, 
then Hn(L) is also large submodule of M for every n. 
Theorem (2.5.10): Let M be an S2-module. An element b e M can be 
embedded in a uniform summand of finite length if and only if 
bRnM^ = 0. 
Theorem (2.5.11): If L is a large submodule of an S2-module M, then 
L^  = M^  
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Proof: Let x G M^ be a uniform element then x = b + y where y s L and 
b G B, for some basic submodule B of M. Since bR n M^  = 0, therefore, 
by Theorem 2.5.10, b can be embedded into a finite length summand Bi 
of M. Thus M = Bi © N. Let T: : M -> N be a projection then 7t(b) = 0, so 
7r(x) = 7i(y) G L. Now, X = 7r(x) + (l-7r)(x) yields (i-Tt)(x) is a uniform 
element of Bi of infinite height. Hence (l-7i)(x) = 0. Consequently, x = 
7T(X) = 7i(y) e L. Thus, M^  is contained in every large submodule of M. 
Since by Proposition 2.5.9, Hn(L) is large submodule of M, we have L^  c 
M^  c fl_^H„{L) = l\ Hence, L^  = M\ 
Proposition (2.5.12): if L is a large submodule of an S2-module M, 
then M/L is decomposable. 
Proposition (2.5.13): If L is a large submodule of an S2-module M. 
Then L is a closed submodule of M. 
Proposition (2.5.14): If L is a large submodule of an S2-module M 
then L is the closure of every submodule K of M for which L/K is h-
divisible. 
Theorem (2.5.15): Let M be an S2-module with M^  ^ 0, and L be a 
large submodule of M, then a high submodule K of L is closed in a high 
submodule of M. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.5.11, L^  ^  0. Then by [20, Proposition 20], L/K is 
h-divisible. Therefore, by [22, Theorem 4], M/K = L/K 0 T/K. Now, we 
show that T is high in M. We have T n M^  = T n L^  = (T n L) n L^  = K n 
L^  = 0. To show the maximality of T with respect to this, we need only to 
show that for any uniform element x G L with x g T, (T + xR) ^ L V 0. 
Suppose on contrary that (T + xR) n L^  = 0, then (K + xR) n L^  = 0, 
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which is a contradiction. Therefore (T + xR) n M V 0. Hence T is a high 
submodule of M. Now, T/K = M/L. Hence by Proposition 2.5.12, 
(T/K)^ = 0. Thus, K is closed in T. 
Let M be an S2-module satisfying the following condition: 
(A) For every large submodule L of M, Soc(L) = Soc(Hn(M)) for 
some n. 
Proposition (2.5.16): Let M be an S2-module satisfying the 
condition (A), N be a submodule of M and L be a large submodule of M. 
Then there exists an integer n such that N n Hn(L) = 0 if and only if 
there exists an integer m such that N n Hm(M) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose N n Hm(M) = 0 for some m, then the assertion trivially 
holds. Let N n Hn(L) = 0 for some n. Since L is a large submodule of M 
then by Proposition 2.5.9, Hn(L) is also large submodule of M. As, 
Soc(Hn(L)) = Soc(Hm(M)) for some m, we have 
Soc(N n Hn,(M) = Soc(N) n Soc(Hm(M)) 
= Soc{N) n Soc (Hn(L)) = 0. 
Therefore, N n H^{M) = 0. 
Theorem (2.5.17): Let M be an S2-module satisfying the condition 
(A). If some large submodule of M is decomposable then every large 
submodule of M is decomposable. 
Theorem (2.5.18): Let M be an S2-module with elements of infinite 
height and of height < k. then M = (0 IxiR) 0 ( © lUj), where x,R are 
uniserial submodules of finite length and Uj are uniform submodules of 
infinite length. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
CLOSED MODULES 
3.1 Introduction: 
The study of closed groups was first introduced by Kulikov [14] 
and later, this study was continued by P. Hill, J. Irwin and E. Enochs 
etc. Alveera Mehdi and M. Z. Khan [2] generalized the concept of 
closed group for the module M, known as S2-module. Most of these 
concept have been generalized for S2-module, some of the results 
proved by P. Hill [32], J. Irwin [10] and Enochs [7]. In [3], Mehdi and 
Khan continue the study of closed module and are able to determine the 
conditions under which an S2-module can be decomposed into closed 
module. We give a very fundamental theorem of Kulikov [14, Theorem 
33.1] and few results concerning the abelian p-group proved by E. 
Enochs [7] and Irwin [10] generalized as in [3]. 
All the modules considered here are unital and torsion module 
over the associative ring with unity. 
3.2 Some basic results: 
The main purpose of this section is to give some useful results for 
the further use in subsequent article. Here we recall some elementary 
definitions and notations. 
Definition (3.2.1): Let M be an S2-module with out elements of 
, infinite height. A sequence Xi, X2, ..., Xp, ... of the elements of M is said 
to converge to a limit x if x - XR e Hk(M) for every k = 1, 2 , ... . 
Remark (3.2.2): Since M is free from the elements of infinite height, 
this limit will be unique. 
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Remark (3.2.3): Let {Xn} and {x'p} be two sequences in M converging 
to X and x' respectively then {Xn ± x'n} will converge to x ± x'. 
Definition (3.2.4): Since every x e M can be uniquely written as a 
finite sum of uniform elements. We define h-exponent of an element x e 
M as follows : 
h-exp(x) = max [e(ui), e(U2), ..., e(Un)] 
where x = Ui + U2 + ... + Up with Uj uniform. 
Definition (3.2.5): A sequence {Xn} is said to be a Cauchy sequence 
if Xk - Xk+1 G Hk(M) for every k and h-exp(Xn) are bounded for every n. 
Remark (3.2.6): The sum and difference of two Cauchy sequences is 
also a Cauchy sequence. 
Definition (3.2.7): An S2-module M with out elements of infinite 
height is said to be closed if every Cauchy sequence in M has a limit in 
M. 
Remark (3.2.8): Intersection of two closed S2-modules is a closed 
S2-module. 
Notation (3.2.9): [23]. If B is a basic submodule of M then B = 0 Bi 
where B|'s are the direct sum of uniserial modules of length i. The 
following theorem gives a characterization of closed S2-modules. 
Theorem (3.2.10): An Ss-module M is closed if and only if M = B, 
where B = Z Bj, the complete direct sum of Bj's. 
Corollary (3.2.11): Two closed S2-modules are isomorphic if and 
only if their basic submodules are isomorphic. 
Remark (3.2.12): Let M be a Sj-module with a basic submodules B, 
then B is defined to be the closure of M. 
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Theorem (3.2.13): Every direct summand of a closed S2-module is 
closed and direct sum of a finite number of closed S2-module is closed. 
Proof: Let M be a closed S2-module such that M = A e A'. If {Xn} is a 
Cauchy sequence in A. Then its limit x is also an element of M where 
X = X' + X", X' G A, X" G A' and x - Xn = x' - Xp + x" is an element of 
Hn(M) for every n. Now Hn{M) = Hn(A) © Hn(A') i.e. x' - Xp G Hn(A) and 
X" G Hn(A') for every n and x" = 0 implying x' = x G A. For the second 
part it is sufficient to show that direct sum of two closed S2-modules is 
also closed. Let M = M' ® M" where M' and M" are closed S2-modules 
and B' and B" are the basic submodules of M' and M" respectively. 
For completing the proof it is sufficient to show that for any basic 
submodule B of M, M = B. Now appealing to Theorem 3.2.10, M' = B' 
and M" = B". Since B'eB' = B'@B' we may take M = B'eB', but 
B' © B" is a basic submodule of M and by [23, Theorem 2] B is 
isomorphic to B' © B". Therefore we can say that M = B and M is 
closed. 
Notation (3.2.14): Z Bi denotes the complete direct sum of Bj's and 
CO 
© Bi is the discrete direct sum of Bj's and ©J] B- denotes the 
i=l 
unspecified sum of Bj's. 
Theorem (3.2.15): Each subsocle of a closed module supports an h-
pure submodule. 
Theorem (3.2.16): An S2-module with out elements of infinite height 
is closed if and only if its socle is closed. 
Proof: Suppose Soc(M) is closed i.e. Soc(M) is the complete direct 
sum of its summands. We will prove this result by induction. Let M^  be 
the submodule of M generated by the uniform elements of exponent 
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atmost k then M = [JM^ and M^  is a basic submodule of itself i.e. Mk is 
k=l 
a direct sum of uniserial modules. Suppose M, is closed for every i < k. 
Clearly Mi = Soc(M) is closed. Consider Mk.i which is closed, hence it is 
a complete direct sum of its summands and we write A/^ _, = i\/1_,. But 
Mk/Mi is closed implying M^  / Mi = Now it is easy to check that 
Mk/M| =(M^/Mi ) which implies Mk= Mk and Mkis closed. Therefore 
the result follows. Conversely, suppose M is closed then M = B = Z Bj, 
where Bj is the direct sum of the uniserial modules of length i. Now 
Soc(M) is also complete direct sum of its summands and hence it is 
closed. 
Theorem (3.2.17): Let M be a closed Ss-module such that S is a 
subsocle of M and K is a submodule of M such that Soc(K) c S. There 
exists an h-pure submodule T of M such that K c T and Soc(T) = S. 
Theorem (3.2.18): An h-reduced S2-module M is a direct summand 
of every S2-module N in which it is h-pure if and only if M is closed. 
Proof: Suppose M is an S2-module with the stated property. Let Xi e M 
such that H(xi) = oo i.e. there exists elements X2, X3, ..., Xn, ... in M such 
that d 
^ x ^ R ^ 
v ^ i ^ y 
= 1, d 
^ X 3 R ^ 
^ X j R y 
= l,...,d 
x„R A 
V ^ n - i R ; 
= 1 and so on. Now the 
submodule generated by Xi, X2, ... will be h-divisible, which is a 
contradiction, implying that M is free from the elements of infinite height. 
If B is a basic submodule of M, then M can be embedded in B, as 
h-pure submodule. Suppose M is not closed then M ?t B, but B c M and 
M is not a direct summand of B, which is a contradiction, hence M is 
closed. 
Conversely, suppose M is closed and M c N such that M is h-
pure in N. Let B' be a basic submodule of M and B' = © by R such that 
(bjj) is a h-pure independent set in B', which can be extended to a 
maximal h-pure independent subset of N (by ,bj). . If B"= © bJR 
and B = B' © B" then N is the homomorphic image of B = B'©B" i.e. 
r|(B) = N for some r| then ri is a projection of B' and M = B' is a direct 
summand of N. 
CO 
Theorem (3.2.19): Let M be an S2-moduie such that M = © M^ 
i=l 
where each M, is closed. Suppose N is a closed summand of M|. Then 
CO 
N = © N:, where Nj's are closed. 
1=1 
Proof: We define S = S n -OC N n 
V v.=i J J 
Y, M| . Since J] Mj is closed Sn 
i=l 
will support an h-pure submodule Tn which is contained in J] M^. Now 
i=I 
N n Y^ Mj is closed and therefore Soc N n J] M 
Vi=l J \ V i=i y 
is also closed. 
Again by the same argument Tn is also closed as Soc(Tn) = Sn which is 
closed such that Ti c T2 c T3 e ... . 
Consider the natural projection TC : M -> N, then 7i(Tn) = Tn is 
closed and h-pure in N and therefore a summand of N. Now we have a 
chain of closed summands of N namely 7r(T0 c 7i(T2) c ... where U7i(T|) 
= N and we define Nj as follows: 
7I(TM) © Ni = 7i(T,) if i > 1 and Ni = 7i(Ti). 
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Theorem (3.2.20): Let M' ® M" be an Ss-module and N is a h-pure 
closed submodule of M such that Soc(N) c M'. Then M' admits a direct 
decomposition M' = N' 0 N" such that Soc(N') c Soc(N) and N' = N. 
3.3 Some decomposition theorem: 
In this section, we deals some more results about the 
decomposition of closed modules as in [3]. We have also stated the 
result of P. Hill as Theorem 3.3.11. 
Theorem (3.3.1): (a). If a closed module M is the direct sum of its 
submodules M ,^ then for sufficiently large integer m, IlmCMx) = 0 for 
almost all A.. 
(b). If B is a basic submodule of M and B = © N^ is a decomposition of 
B such that for almost every m almost every Hm(N )^ = 0, then M = © 
N,. 
Proof: (a). Let M be an Sz-module such that M = © ^ Mi and Hk(Mk) 
k 
^ 0. Now J ] M , is also closed. Let ak e Soc(Hk(Mk)) for every k and put 
/=] 
Xk = ai + ... + ak. Now XR+I - Xk = ak+i G Hk(Mk+i) c Hk(M) implies that {Xn} 
is a Cauchy sequence in M. Let x be the limit of {Xn} and xR = © UjR, 
where UjR are the uniserial modules. Then there exists a number I such 
that X € H((M) and x g Hf+i(M). Now x - Xk = x - X; - x^ +i - ... - a^for f < 
k such that x - Xk e Hk(M) and k < H1 . But I is fixed when k tends to 
infinity i.e. af+i = a(+2 = ... = 0, which is a contradiction and Hm(M,.) = 0 
for almost all X for sufficiently large m. 
(b). Let B be a basic submodule of M such that B = © N^ ,. Since M = B, 
therefore N, c B. If x G M, then x = (bi, bs, ..., bn, ...), b, G N „ and 
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X = ((bii + bi2 + ...). (b2i + b22 + ...), ... ( ), ...) implies that x e 
N i © N 2 e . . . . 
Since there exists m such that Hm(N^ ) = 0 for almost all ^ i.e. B = 
Ni © ... © Nk® No where Hm(No) = 0. Now M = Ni®N2@---®l^k®No 
where No = No and M = A^ i ®N2®---®Jfk ®'NO =eN^. 
Corollary (3.3.2): A closed module M is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules if and only if it is bounded. 
Theorem (3.3.3): Let M = © Mj be an S2-module and f be any 
isomorphism of a closed module N into M, then N admits a direct 
decomposition N = N' © N" such that N' is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules and Soc(f(N")) is contained in the sum of a finite number of 
Mi's. 
Proof: Let B be a basic submodule of N and by [23, Theorem 3], N can 
be written as N= Bi © B2© ...©Bk© (B * ,H | , (N ) ) . Put (B*,Hk(N))= Tk, 
it is sufficient to show that for sufficiently large integers n, Soc(f(Tn)) is 
contained in the sum of finite number of Mi's. 
Suppose Soc(f(Tn)) is not contained in the sum of a finite number 
of Mi's. Let x be a uniform element in Soc(Tn) then HN(X) > n and f(x) e 
Soc(f(Tn)) such that HM(^(X)) > HN(X) > n, which implies the existence of 
a sequence of direct summand Mj's of f(N) such that Hn(M'n) ^ 0. Let a^ 
^ 0 and an e Hn(M'n) such that f^an) e Soc(Tn). Put Xn = ai + ... + an 
and r\xn) = yn. Since the isomorphism f of N onto f{H) will preserve the 
heights, therefore yn - yn+i e Hn(N). Clearly h-exponents are bounded 
and {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in N. Let y be its limit then y G N. If /(y) = 
x, then y - yn G Hn(N) implies x - Xn G Hn(M) and x is the limit of {Xn} and 
X e Mi © ... © M( for some finite I Nowx-Xn = (x-X()-a{+i- -an for 
n> I, such that x - Xn e Hk(M) for n < k and aj+i 6 Hi(M) such that k < i 
and n < k < i. Since I is fixed and n is tending to infinity, we conclude a{+i 
= 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore the result follows. 
Corollary (3.3.4): If /"is a homomorphism of a closed module M into 
N, a direct sum of uniserial modules N ,^ then M admits a direct 
decomposition M = M' ® M" such that f(Soc(M")) = 0 and M' is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules. 
Theorem (3.3.5): Let M = e Mj. If N is a closed summand of M, 
j 
then there exists a finite subset I of J such that Soc(N)\ © Mj is 
i e l 
bounded. 
Proof: Suppose the statement is false and we have a sequence of 
summands Mi, M2, M3, ... such that Hk{Mk) ^  0. Now we can select Xn G 
Soc N n 
f n 
© M, = S„, the Sn is a subsocle of N, hence by [2, Theorem 
v'=' 
4], it will support a h-pure submodule An. Clearly Ai c A2 c ... c An c ... 
are such that An is h-pure and closed. Now, put An+i = An © A^. Trivially 
A;, is not zero because at least 7r(Xn) e A[, where n is the projection of 
An+1 and IJAn = Ai © Aj © Aj © ..., which is a contradiction. Therefore 
the result follows. 
Lemma (3.3.6): Let M = © Mj, Mj closed, J an arbitrary index set 
j e J 
and N be a closed summand of M. Then Mj = Mj ©Mj such that N = © 
M',,M/Ns© MJ. 
Theorem (3.3.7): Let M be a direct sum of countably many closed 
modules, then any two decompositions of M into countably many 
modules have isomorphic refinements. 
^s 
Lemma (3.3.8): Any two decompositions of an S2-module M into 
direct sums of uniserial modules are isomorpiiic. 
Proof: Clearly the result holds if M is the direct sum of uniserial 
modules of length 1. Suppose the result is true for all S2-modules, which 
can be written as the direct sum of uniserial modules of length at most 
n - 1. Consider the module M which is a direct sum of uniserial modules 
of length upto n. 
n n 
Now if M = ® Bj = © B| are two decompositions of M as a direct 
i = l i = l 
sum of uniserial modules such that Bj is the direct sum of uniserial 
n - l n-1 
modules of length i then © Bj = 0 B; and B„ = B; . Since Soc(Bn) = 
i = l i = l 
SOC(BJ and © Soc(Bnj) = © Soc(B|,j) such that these decompositions 
B B 
are isomorphic, therefore ;—- and ;—- have isomorphic 
Soc(B„) SOC(B;) 
components and so is M. 
Corollary (3.3.9): Any two direct decompositions of a module M 
which is a direct sum of uniserial modules have isomorphic refinements. 
Theorem (3.3.10): Any two direct decompositions of a closed 
module have isomorphic refinements. 
Proof: Let M = © Mj and M = © Mj be two direct decompositions of M 
such that B and B' are their basic submodules respectively. Then B = © 
Bi and B' = © B^  such that B = B'. Appealing to Corollary 3.3.9, there 
are submodules By and B^  such that By s Bj|. Now by Theorem 3.3.1, 
there is an integer m such that Hm(Mj) = 0 and Hm(Mj)=0 for almost all i 
and j . Since By = B;, , Hm(Bij) / 0 if and only if Hm(Mi) and Hm(M;) both 
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are not equal to zero. If My =By and Mji= B'ji then by Theorem 3.3.1, 
Mi = © M|j, M;= © M;, and M = ® © M^ =© © MU and My = M^ is 
the desired refinement. 
Theorem (3.3.11): If N = © Ni and K = © Kj are the direct sums of 
closed modules N|s and K,'s respectively and if N, K are h-pure 
submodules of some module M such that Soc(N) = Soc(K), then N = K. 
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CHAPTER - 4 
ABELIAN GROUPS LIKE MODULES 
4.1 Introduction: 
We studied modules with two conditions were named S2-module 
in [20] and various generalization of groups have been extended for 
modules with the two conditions. Later Khalid Benabdullah and S. Singh 
[13] continued the study of modules satisfying the above two conditions 
and call them TAG-modules. In this chapter we consider a module 
satisfying only condition (I), and we call them QTAG-modules. i.e., 
(I) Every finitely generated submodule of a homomorphic image of M is 
a direjct sum of uniserial modules. 
We discuss the concept of pure subgroups for a module satisfying 
some restricted conditions as done by S. Singh in [36]. C. Megibben 
introduced the concept of kernels of purity for abelian groups in [5]. He 
gave a number of characterization of this notion. In [9], J. D. Moore 
introduced the concept of imbedded subgroups of primary abelian 
groups. M. Zubair Khan and Rafiquddin [29] developed the study of 
imbedded submodule for QTAG-module and obtain some nice 
characterization of regulariy imbedded submodules. 
4.2 h-pure submodules: 
The purpose of this section is to study the concept of h-pure 
submodule of QTAG-module and related results generalized in [17] 
some of the results proved by J. Irwin and Khalid Benabdullah. 
Definition (4.2.1): if M is a QTAG-module, then a submodule N of M 
is called h-pure if and only if Hk(N) = N n Hk(M) for all k > 0. 
Proposition (4.2.2): [17, Prop. 1]. If N is h-pure submodule of a 
QTAG-module M such that Soc(M) = T © Soc(N). Then the following 
hold, 
(i) Soc(M/N) = (TeN)/N. 
(ii) For every submodule H of M with Soc(H) = Soc(N), 
HM/N(X + N) < HM/H(X + H), where x is uniform in T. 
Proof: (i) It is evident that (T © N)/N c Soc(M/N). Let x be an uniform 
element in Soc(M/N). Then by [36, Lemma 2], there is an uniform 
element x' e M such that e (x) = e (x') and x = x'. Now as x - x' G N 
and x' G Soc(M) the assertion follows. 
(ii) Le)t X be a uniform with x G T and x = x + N. Let HM/N(X) = n then 
there exists a uniform element y G M/N such that d(yR/xR) = n, so 
e(y) = n + 1 and by [36, Lemma 2], there exists a uniform element y' G 
M such that y = y' and e(y') = n + 1. Let ZR = Soc(y'R) then trivially z 
t N, Soc(y R/z R) = n. As y R is totally ordered x R = z R, consequently 
X - zR G N for some r G R but x, zr G SOC{M), SO we get x - zr G SOC(N) 
= Soc(H) and x + H = zr + H. Evidently zr ^ H. Since zrR = zR and 
d(y'R/zR) = n, we get d(y'R/zrR) = d(y'R/xR) = n in M/H. Hence 
HM/N(X + N) < HM/H(X + H). 
Theorem (4.2.3): [17, Theorem 1]. Let N be h-pure submodule of 
a QTAG-module M and H be a submodule of N containing Soc(N). Let 
Soc(M) = T © Soc(H) with (T © H)/H = Soc(K/H) where K/H is h-pure 
submodule of M/H which is direct sum of cyclic modules. Then N is a 
summand of M and M/N is direct sum of cyclic modules. 
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Theorem (4.2.4): [17, Theorem 2]. If N is h-pure submodule of a 
QTAG-module M such that M/S, where S is a submodule of N 
generated by uniform element of exponent at most n for some positive 
integer n, is direct sum of cyclic modules, then M is direct sum of cyclic 
modules. 
Proposition (4.2.5): [17, Prop. 2]. If M is a QTAG-module and N 
is h-pure submodule of M with same socle, then N = M. 
Proposition (4.2.6): [17, Lemma 2]. If N is h-pure submodule of a 
QTAG-module M such that Soc(Hk(M)) Q N for some non-negative 
integer k, then Hk(M) c N. 
Proposition (4.2.7): [17, Lemma 3]. If K is h-pure submodule of a 
QTAG-module M, then Soc(Hn(M/K)) = (Soc(Hn(M)) + K)/K. 
Proposition (4.2.8): [18, Lemma 1]. If M is a QTAG-module, N is 
a submodule of M and for every uniform element x e Soc(N), HN(X) = 
Hivi(x). Then N is h-pure submodule of M. 
Proposition (4.2.9): [18, Prop. 2]. If M is a QTAG-module and M 
= Mi © M2 and N is a submodule such that Soc(N) c Soc(Mi), then any 
projection 71 of M onto Mi restricted on N is an isomorphism and 7i(N) is 
h-pure submodule of M provided N is h-pure in M. 
Proposition (4.2.10): [20, Theorem 7]. If M is a QTAG-module 
and N is a submodule of M such that N c M V 0. Then any complement 
T of N is h-pure submodule of M. 
Proof: Appealing to [20, Prop. 4], we get T n Hi(M) = Hi(T). Now 
suppose Hn(T) = T n Hn(M). Then we prove Hn+i(T) = T n Hn+i(M). Let x 
be a uniform element in T n Hn+i(M) then there exists a uniform element 
y G M such that x G yR and d(yR/xR) = n + 1. Let zR/xR = Soc(yR/xR) 
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then d(yR/zR) = n. If z G T then by induction x G Hn+i(T) and we get T to 
be h-pure. Now let z ^ T then (T + zR) n N ?t 0 and so we can find a 
non-zero uniform element w = t + zr for some 0 ^^  r G R and t G T. As T 
is a complement of N and zR/xR is simple, zrR = zR and hence with out 
loss of generality we can suppose w = t + z. As x G zR, x = zr' for some 
r' G R, so wr' = tr' + zr', but T n N = 0, x = zr' = - tr'. 
Now we have the following two cases : 
Case 1 : Let tr'R < tR, then d(tR/xR) > 1. As N c M^  and z G Hn(M) we 
get t G Hn(M) n T, so x G Hn+i(T) and T is h~pure by induction. 
Case 2 : Let tr'R = tR, then we get t = xa = zr'a for some a G R and 
w = za', a' G R. Trivially wR Q ZR, as zR is totally order either wR c xR 
or wR = zR, but on account of N n T = 0 none is possible. Therefore 
tr'R v^: tR, Hence T is h-pure submodule of M. 
Proposition (4.2.11): [20, Corollary 8]. If M is a QTAG-module 
and T is a high submodule of M, then T is h-pure in M. 
Proposition (4.2.12): [20, Theorem 11]. If M is a QTAG-module 
and N, K are h-pure submodules of M with Soc(N) = Soc(K). If M = K © 
T then M = N ® T and N = K. 
Proof: It is trivial to see that N n T = 0 and Soc(M) = Soc(K) ® Soc{T) 
= Soc(N) © Soc(T). Now we apply induction. Suppose every uniform 
element y G M with e(y) = n belongs to N © T. Since for every projection 
71 of M onto K and uniform element x G M, x = TI (x) + (I - 7r)(x) and 
e(7i(x)) < n, hence for completing the proof it is sufficient to show that if u 
is any uniform element of K with e(u) = n + 1 then u G N © T. Let zR = 
Soc(uR) then d(uR/zR) = n. As Soc(N) = Soc(K), z G N and by h-purity 
of N, there exists a uniform element v G N such that z G vR and 
d(vR/zR) = n. Appealing to [25, Lemma A], there exists an isomorphism 
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f: uR ^ vR such that f is the identity on zR. The map g : uR -> (u -
f(u))R is trivially an R-epimorphism with zR c ker g. Therefore e(u - f(u)) 
< d(uR/zR) = n which yields by induction u - f(u) e N © T and so u G N 
© T. Therefore M = N © T and we have N = K. 
Proposition (4.2.13): [20, Lemma 15]. If N is a submodule of a 
QTAG-module M with N c M^  ^ ^ 0 then for any complement T of N, (T © 
N)/N is h-pure in M/N. 
Proposition (4.2.14): [31, Prop. 2.5]. If M is a QTAG-module 
such that M/K = N/K © T/K where K is h-pure in N then T is h-pure 
submiodule of M. 
4.3 Kernel of h-purity: 
Khan [25] introduced the concept of kernel of h-purity for QTAG-
module and generalized almost all the results of C. Megibben [5]. 
Definition (4.3.1): If M is a QTAG-module, then a submodule N of M 
is called h-neat if and only if Hi(N) = N n Hi(M). 
Definition (4.3.2): Let M be a QTAG-module. Then M is called h-
cf/V/s/-b/e if Hi(M) = M. 
Definition (4.3.3): If K is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then 
the minimal h-neat submodule N of M containing K is called h-neat hull 
ofK. 
Definition (4.3.4): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then N 
is called kernel of h-purity if h-neat hulls of N are h-pure submodule of 
M. 
It is trivial to see that every h-pure submodule is kernel of h-purity. 
Firstly we state some of the result proved in [37]. 
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Lemma (4.3.5): If A and B are any two uniserial submodules of a 
QTAG-module M such that A n B ;^  0 and d(A) < d(B), then there exists 
a monomorphism a : A -> B which is identity on A n B. 
Lemma (4.3.6): If M is a QTAG-module, then the following holds, 
(i) For any uniform elements x and y in M with x e yR, d(yR/xR )= 
m if and only if Hm(yR) = xR. 
(ii) If x and y are predecessors of a uniform element z, then there 
is an isomorphism 
a : xR ^ yR such that a is identity on zR. 
(iii) For any uniform element x and y in M, x - y G SOC(M) if and 
onlyifHi(xR) = Hi(yR). 
Proposition (4.3.7): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and n 
is any positive integer, then Soc(Hn(M)) c N implies Hn(M) c N if and 
only if for any uniform element x e N n Hn(N) and y g N, where y is 
predecessor of x in Hn_i(M) there exists a uniform element z G M such 
that e(z) = n and Soc(zR) ^ N . 
Theorem (4.3.8): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M then N is 
kernel of h-purity if and only if for all positive integers n whenever x is a 
uniform element in N n Hn+i(M), then either y + z e N n Hn(M) for some 
z e Soc(M) where y is a predecessor of x, or Soc(M)/Soc(N) c 
Hn(M/Soc(N)). 
Proposition (4.3.9): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M. If 
Soc(M) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(M)) for all n or Hi(M) Q N, then N is kernel of 
h-purity. 
Proof: If Soc(M) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(M)), then by Theorem 4.3.8, N is 
kernel of h-purity. Now suppose Hi(M) c N. Let x be a uniform element 
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in N n Hn+i(M) and y be its predecessor in Hn(M). Also we can get a 
uniform element y' e Hi(M) such that d(y'R/xR) = n. Let Soc(y'R/xR) = 
tR/xR, then by Lemma 4.3.6, t - y e Soc(M). Hence y + (t - y) e N n 
Hn(M). So by Theorem 4.3.8, N is kernel of h-purity. 
Now we state the following nice criterion for kernel of h-purity. 
Theorem (4.3.10): If N is submodule of a QTAG-module M such that 
M/N is h-divisible, then N is kernel of h-purity in M if and only if Soc(M) 
= Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(M))foralln. 
Corollary (4.3.11): If N is an h-pure submodule of a QTAG-module 
M such that M/N is h-divisible, then Soc(M) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(M)) for 
alln. 
Theorem (4.3.12): If N c K are submodules of a QTAG-module M 
such that N is h-neat in K and Soc(K) = Soc{N) + Soc(Hn(K)) for all n. If 
K is kernel of h-purity, then N is also kernel of h-purity. 
Proof: If Soc(M) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(M)) for all n, then N is kernel of h-
purity. Trivially, if Soc(M) # Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(M)), then Soc(M) ^ Soc(K) 
+ Soc(Hn(M)). Let x be a uniform element in N n Hn+i (M) and y be a 
predecessor of x in Hn(M), then y + z e K n Hn(M) for some z e Soc(M). 
Lety + z = U G K n Hn(M), then xR = Hi(yR) = Hi(uR) c N n Hi(K). As 
N is h-neat in K, there is a predecessor t of x in N such that t - u G 
Soc(K). Let t - u = z', then as Soc(K) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(K)) for all n we 
may take Z'G Soc(Hn(K)). Now y + z + z' = u + z' = t G N n Hn(M). 
Hence by Theorem 4.3.8, N is kernel of h-purity. 
Now we give a characterization for a subsocle S to be kernel of h-
purity in M. 
Theorem (4.3.13): If S is a subscole of a QTAG-module M, then S is 
kernel of h-purity in M if and only if any one of the following holds, 
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(a) S n Hn(M) ^ 0 for all positive integers n and Soc(M) = S + 
Soc(Hn(M))foralln. 
(b) There is a minimal positive integer n such that S n Hn+i(M) = 0 
and Soc(M) = S + Soc(Hn-i(M)). 
Proof: Trivially (a) and (b) satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.3.8, so 
S is kernel of h-purity in M. For the converse, either S is of bounded 
height in M or of unbounded height in M. In first case there is a positive 
integer n such that S n Hn+i(M) = 0, such that S n Hn(M) i^ 0. Let 
Soc(M) ;^  S + Soc(Hn-i(M)). Now as, S is kernel of h-purity in M for 
uniform element x G S n Hn(M), y + z e S n Hn-i(M) for some z G 
Soc(M) and y as predecessor of x. Since Hi((y + z) R) ^ ^ 0, so y + z ^ S. 
Therefore, Soc(M) = S + Soc(Hn-i(M)). Now in the second case, S n 
Hn(M) ^  0 for all n. If Soc(M) ^ S + Soc(Hn(M)) for some n then as, S is 
kernel of h-purity in M, for any uniform x G S n Hn+i(M) and y as its 
predecessor in Hn(M), we have y + z G S n Hn(M) for some z G SOC(M). 
Since Hi((y + z)R) ?^  0, so y + z g S. Therefore Soc(M) = S + 
Soc(Hn(M)), for all n. 
4.4 Imbedded and regularly imbedded submodules : 
The concept of imbedded submodule of a QTAG-module is same 
as in S2-module as done in [27]. Khan and Rafiquddin [29] developed 
the study of imbedded submodule and to see that how they are related 
with kernel of h-purity. In this connection, we discussed the results of 
kernel of h-purity to obtain a characterization of regularly imbedded 
submodule which are approximately h-pure [Theorem 4.4.20]. 
Definition (4.4.1): A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is called 
imbedded if there exists a function ^ : z^  -^ z*, z" is the set of non-
zlS 
negative integers, such that N n H{(n)(M) c Hn(N). We call I an 
imbedding function for N in M. 
Definition (4.4.2): Let t be an imbedding function for N in QTAG-
moduie M, then N is called l-imbedded submodule of M. 
Remarks (4.4.3): (i) Mmbedded submodules are exactly h-pure 
submodule. 
(ii) If N is Embedded submodule, then N n H((n+i)(M) c Hn+i(N) c Hn(N). 
Hence, t{n + ^)>t{n) 
Definition (4.4.4): Let I be an imbedding function for N in QTAG-
module M such that I' : z" -> z and f (n) > {(n) for every n then N is 
z-a\\e(M-\n]bedded. 
Definition (4.4.5): If 'F= { f : z^  -> z^ / ^ s an imbedding function for N 
in QTAG-module M} contains a minimal V such that f'(n) ^ (^n) for every 
n e z and i e T,^e call f the minimal imbedding function for N in M. 
Firstly we state the following elementary result proved in [27]. 
Proposition (4.4.6): If N and K are submodules of a QTAG-module 
M such that N c K then the following hold. 
(i) If N is imbedded in M then N is imbedded in K. 
(ii) If N is imbedded in K and K is imbedded in M then N is 
imbedded in M. 
(iii) If K is imbedded in M then K/N is imbedded in M/N. 
(iv) If N is imbedded in M and K/N is imbedded in M/N then K is 
imbedded in M. 
(v) If N is imbedded in M then N n M^  = N\ where M^  is the 
submodule of M consisting of elements of infinite height in M. 
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The following result shows that imbedded submodules under 
some condition are h-pure submodules. 
Proposition (4.4.7): If N is imbedded submodule of a QTAG-module 
M such that M/N is h-divisible, then N is h-pure in M. 
Proposition (4.4.8): If N is imbedded submodule of a QTAG-module 
M with minimal imbedding function t and K is h-pure in N with N/K as h-
divisible. Then f is the minimal imbedding function for K in M. 
Definition (4.4.9): A submodule K of a QTAG-module M is called 
regularly imbedded with index m, where m is a non-negative integer if 
K n Hk+m(M) = Hk(K n Hm(M)) for all non-negative integers k. 
Proposition (4.4.10): If K is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and 
N is h-neat hull of K such that Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Hn(M)) for some 
integer n then N n Ht(M) = Ht(N) for all t < n + 1. 
Proof: Trivially Soc(N) = Soc(K) and N n Hi(M) = Hi(N). Let N n Ht(M) 
= Hlt(N) for some t < n and x be a uniform element in N n Ht+i(M) then 
we find a uniform element y e M such that d(yR/xR) = t + 1. Let zR/xR = 
Soc(yR/xR) then d(zR/xR) = 1 and z e Ht(M). Since N is h-neat in M, 
there is a uniform element w £ N such that d(wR/xR) = 1. Hence by [25, 
Lemima 1], e(w - z) < 1, thus w - z e Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Ht(M)). Let 
w - z = a + b, ae Soc(K) and b e Soc(Ht (M)) then w - a = z + b G N n 
Ht(M!) = Ht(N). Hence Hi((w - a)R) = Hi(wR) = xR c Hi(Ht(N)) = HHI(N). 
Therefore N n Ht(N) = Ht(N) for all t < n + 1. 
Proposition (4.4.11): If M is a QTAG-module and K is regularly 
imbedded in M with index n. If N is h-neat hull of K such that N n Hs(M) 
= Hs(N) for all s < n. Then N is h-pure submodule of M. 
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Proof: Let x be a uniform element in Soc(N) and HM(X) = n + k for k >1 . 
Since K is regularly imbedded with index n and Soc(N) = Soc(K), we get 
X G K n HnH.k(M) = Hk(K n Hn(M)) c Hk(N n Hn(M)) = Hk+n(N). Therefore 
HN(X) > k + n. Now appealing to [20, Lemma 2], we get N is h-pure 
submodule of M. 
Now combining Proposition 4.4.10 and 4.4.11, we have the 
following. 
Theorem (4.4.12): If M is QTAG-module and K is a regularly 
imbedded submodule of M with index n such that Soc(M) = Soc(K) + 
Soc(Hn-i(M)). Then K is kernel of h-purity in M. 
Proposition (4.4.13): If M is QTAG-module and K is a submodule of 
M such that K is kernel of h-purity in M and for any n > 0, K n Hn+i{M) ^ 
Hi(K). Then Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Hn(M)). 
Proof: Let x be a uniform element in K n Hn+i(M) such that x 0 Hi(K) 
then we get a predecessor y of x in Hn(M). Now for any z e Soc(M), y + 
z g K or otherwise Hi((y + z)R) = Hi(yR) = xR c Hi(K) which is not 
possible. Let w £ Soc(M) and L = (y + w)R + K such that w ^ K. let N be 
h-neat hull of L and uR be a simple submodule of L then u = k + (y + 
w)r, k e K, r G R. Now (u - yr)R = (k + wr)R will yield Hi(yrR) = Hi(kR). 
if yrR = yR, then Hi(yrR) = Hi(yR) = xR = Hi(kR), so x G HI(K) which is 
not possible. Therefore yrR ^ yR and so yrR c xR which implies yR G K 
and k + yr G K. Now if wr = 0 then u G SOC(K). Suppose wr i^ 0, then 
wrR = wR. If uR n wR ^ 0 then uR n wR = uR = wR but u - wr = k + yr 
G K, so wR n K 7^  0 which is a contradiction. Hence uR n wR = 0 for all 
w e Soc(M) with w 0 K. Consequently uR c Soc(K) and we get Soc(K) 
= Soc(L). But Soc(L) = Soc(N),so N is h-neat hull of K. As K is kernel of 
h-purity, N is h-pure in M, consequently x e Hn+i(N). Let v be a 
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predecessor of x in Hn(N), then by [25, Lemma 1], e(y - v) < 1 and we 
get y - V 6 Soc(M) but y - v G Hn(M) so y - v e Soc(Hn(M)). Now w + y 
- V e N n Soc(M) = Soc(N) = Soc(K). Therefore w e SOG(K) + 
Soc(Hn(M)). Hence, we get Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc{Hn(M)). 
Corollary (4.4.14): If K is a submodule of a QTAG-module M such 
that K is kernel of h-purity and Soc(K) is not h-dense in Soc(M), then 
K n Hn+i(M) c Hi(K) for some n. 
Theorem (4.4.15): A submodule K of a QTAG-module M is kernel of 
h-purity if and only if one of the following hold. 
(1) Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Hn(M)) for every n > 0. 
(2) There exists an integer n > 1 such that 
(a)Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Hn-i(M)). 
(b) K is regularly imbedded submodule of M with index n. 
Proposition (4.4.16): Let K be a submodule of a QTAG-module M 
and N be h-pure submodule of M such that K c N and Hn(N) c K for 
some n. Then K is regularly imbedded submodule of M with index n. 
Proposition (4.4.17): Let K be a submodule of a QTAG-module M 
then for any non-negative integer n, Soc(M) = A © B © C ® D where 
(1) Soc(K) = B©C 
(2) Soc(Hn-i(M)) = C © D 
(3) AnHn-i(M) = 0. 
Proposition (4.4.18): If K is regularly imbedded submodule of M 
with index n then there exists a kernel of h-purity N such that K c N c M 
andSoc(N)nHn_i(M)cK. 
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F^roposition (4.4.19): If K is a Embedded submodule of a QTAG-
module M such that l{n) > n for every n and Soc(Hk(M)) c K then 
He(k.i)(M) c K. 
Proof: Trivially Soc((H{(k+i)(M)) c K. Now suppose every uniform 
element x E H{(k+i)(M) with exponent n lies inside K. Let y be a uniform 
element in H{(k+i)(M) such that e(y) = n + 1. Let zR be the maximal 
submodule of yR then by supposition z G K n Hf(k+i)(M) c Hk+i(K). Let w 
be a predecessor of z in Hk(K) then by [25, Lemma 1], y - w e Soc(M) 
n Hk(M) = Soc(Hk(M)) c K. Hence y G K and we get the result. 
Finally, we give a characterization of regularly imbedded 
submodule. 
Theorem (4.4.20): A submodule K of a QTAG-module M is regularly 
imbedded if and only if there exists a h-pure submodule N of M such 
that K c N and N/K is bounded. 
Proof: Let K be a regularly imbedded in M with index n for some n. 
Then by Proposition 4.4.18, there is a submodule T of M such that T is 
kernel of h-purity and Soc(T) n Hn_i(M) c K. Let N be a h-neat hull of T 
then N is h-pure in M. Hence Soc(Hn-i(N)) = Soc(N) n Hn_i(M) = Soc(T) 
n Hn-i(M) c K. This implies K is also regularly imbedded submodule of 
N with index n. Choosing I: z* ^ z^  such that {(k) = k + n, we get K to 
be Mmbedded submodule of N. Now appealing to Proposition 4.4.19, 
we get H{(n)(N) = H2n(N) c K. Therefore N/K is bounded. The converse 
follows from Proposition 4.4.16. 
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CHAPTER - 5 
SOME STRUCTURE IN QTAG-MODULES 
5.1 Introduction: 
The study of various structure for QTAG-module was started by 
S. Singh [37]. The structure theory of such modules has been 
developed on similar line as that of torsion abelian groups. In section 
5.2, we deal with the theory of h-divisible and basic submodule of a 
QTAG-module. Khan and Banc [33], continue the study on h-divisible 
QTAG-module as verbatim same as h-divisible submodule for 
S2-module. S. Singh [37] has shown that any QTAG-module possesses 
basic submodule and any two basic submodules are isomorphic. In [28], 
M. Zubair Khan, Rafiquddin and Kalimuddin have determined the 
condition under which a QTAG-module contain exactly one basic 
submodule [Theorem 5.2.16]. 
In section 5.3, analogous to quasi-essential subgroup as defined 
by J. Irwin and Khalid Benabdullah [12], M. Zubair Khan [24] define 
quasi-essential submodule and generalize number of results of [12]. 
Here we have given some definitions and results on quasi-essential 
subsocle for QTAG-module. 
In section 5.4, M. Zubair Khan and A. Zubair [26] initiated the 
study of quasi h-pure submodules for QTAG-modules and obtain 
several characterization for quasi h-pure submodules. The main 
purpose of this section is to introduce the concept of quasi h-pure 
submodules, a weaker version of h-pure submodules. Here we discuss 
several characterization of quasi h-pure submodules [Theorem 5.4.11 
and 5.4.12] and as a consequences we deduce as corollary 5.4.14. 
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In section 5.5, R. S. Pierce [34] introduced the concept of centers 
of purity in abelian groups. Analogous to center of h-purity, M. Zubair 
Khan [24] define center of h-purity for QTAG-module with some specific 
condition. 
5.2 h-divisible and basic submodules: 
Definition (5.2.1): Let M be a QTAG-module. Then M is called h-
c//V/s/i3/e if Hi(M) = M. 
Definition (5.2.2): If M is a QTAG-module, then a submodule N of M 
is called basic submodule if 
(i) N is h-pure in M. 
(ii) N is decomposable. 
(iii) M/N is h-divisible. 
Lemma (5.2.3): [33, Lemma 5]. If N is a submodule of a QTAG-
module M and M/K is h-divisible for every complement K of N in M then 
M/T is h-divisible for any complement T of any submodule U of N. 
Lemma (5.2.4): [33, Lemma 7]. If N is a submodule of a QTAG-
module M such that M/K is h-divisible for every complement K of N in M, 
thenSoc(N)cM\ 
Proof: Let X R c Soc(N) be simple such that xR g M \ then appealing 
to [37, Theorem 3.11], we get M = U 0 T such that Soc(U) = xR and U 
is a uniform submodule of finite length. It is easy to see that T is a 
complement of xR. Hence by Lemma 5.2.3, M/T is h-divisible, which is 
not possible. Therefore Soc(N) c M\ 
Theorem (5.2.5): [30, Theorem 7]. If M is a QTAG-module and S 
is a subsocle of M such that Soc(M) = S + Soc(Hk(M)) for every k > 0. 
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Then there exists an h-pure submodule N of M such that S = Soc(N) 
and M/N is h-divisible. 
Proof: Let N be maximal with respect to Soc(N) = S, then we prove 
that N is h-neat in M. Let x be a uniform element in N n H-)(M), then 
there is a uniform element y G M such that d(yR/xR) = 1. If y e N, then 
we are done. Let y ^ N, then S < Soc(N + yR). Hence there exists a 
uniform element u e Soc(N + yR) such that u 0 S and u = v + yr, v e N, 
r € R. Trivially yrR = yR. Now Hi(vR) = Hi(yrR) = xR, so we get x e 
Hi(N). Therefore N is h-neat submodule of M. Hence by [25, Proposition 
4], N is h-pure submodule of M. Now let x be a uniform element in 
Soc(M/N), then by [37, Lemma 3.9], there exists uniform element x' e M 
such that X = X' and e(x') = 1. As Soc(M) = S + Soc(Hk(M)) for all k, we 
get X e Hk(M/N) for every k. Therefore x is of infinite height in M/N. 
Hence by [37, Theorem 3.11], M/N is h-divisible. 
Corollary (5.2.6): [30, Corollary 8]. If M is a QTAG-module and 
N is a submodule of M, then every complement K of N is h-pure in M 
and M/K is h-divisible. 
Proposition (5.2.7): [30, Prop. 9]. If M is a QTAG-module and N 
is a submodule of M, then M/K is h-divisible for every complement K of 
N in M if and only if Soc(N) c M\ 
Theorem (5.2.8): [30, Theorem 11]. If K is an h-neat submodule 
of a QTAG-module M, then M/K is h-divisible if and only if Soc(M) = 
Soc(K) + Soc(Hn(M)) for n > 0. 
Theorem (5.2.9): [31, Theorem 2.10]. If M is a QTAG-module 
and N is any submodule of M with N c M W 0. Then for any 
complement T of N, M/T is a direct sum of serial modules each of 
infinite length and so M/T is h-divisible. 
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Definition (5.2.10): Let M be a QTAG-module. A submodule N of M 
is called a high submodule of M if N is maximal with the property that 
N n M^ = 0 i.e. N is a complement of M \ where M^ is the submodule of 
M, containing elements of infinite height. 
Theorem (5.2.11): [31, Theorem 3.5]. If M is a QTAG-module 
and N is a high submodule of M and B is a basic submodule of MV If K 
is a minimal h-neat submodule of M containing B and N then N is a high 
submodule of K and M/B = K/B ® MVB. 
Proof: By Prop 4.2.10, we get N to be an h-pure submodule of M. 
Again an application of Theorem 5.2.9, gives every basic submodule of 
N to be a basic submodule of M. As B is h-neat in M\ we get K to be 
h-pure submodule of M with K^  = B. Since K is h-pure in M, B = K^  = K 
n M^  we have K/B n MVB = 0 . We embed K/B into a complement T/B 
of MVB. As MVB is h-divisible, MVB is absolute summand of M/B. 
Hence M/B = T/B © MVB. NOW we show that K = T. Now by Prop. 
4.2.14, T is h-pure in M. Hence B = M^  n T = T \ Hence B = T^  = K\ 
Since N is a high submodule of M, N n T^  = O. We embed N into a high 
submodule L of T, then Soc{T) = Soc(L) 0 Soc{T^) = Soc(L) 0 Soc(B). 
Also Soc(K) = Soc(B) 0 Soc(N). Since L is h-pure in T, L^  = L n T^  = O. 
Since T is h-pure in M, L is h-pure in M, we get L n M^  = L^  = 0 which is 
not possible as N is a high submodule of M. Hence N = L. Therefore, we 
get Soc(K) = Soc(T) and by [31, Corollary 2.3], we get K = T. Thus 
M/B = K/B ® MVB and N is a high submodule of K. 
Theorem (5.2.12): [31, Theorem 3.6]. If M is a QTAG-module 
and K is a submodule of M such that K D Hn(M) for some n. If B' is a 
basic submodule of K then there exists a basic submodule B of M such 
that B D B' 3 Hn(B). 
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Proof: Since K/B' is h-divisible, we have M/B' = KIB' 0 B/B' for some 
submodule B/B' of M/B'. By Proposition 4.2.14, B is h-pure in M. Also 
K/B is h-divisible. Since Hn(M/B') = Hn(K/B') ® Hn(B/B'),Hn(M/B') = 
(Hn(M) + B')/B' and Hn(K/B') = K/B' we get K/B' = K/B' © Hn(B/B'). Thus 
Hn(B/B') = O + B' and we get Hn(B) c B'. Since B' is decomposable, 
Hn(B) is decomposable and so B is decomposable. Therefore B is a 
basic submodule of M with B D B' D Hn(B). 
Proposition (5.2.13): [28, Prop. 1]. If M is a QTAG-module and K 
is an h-neat submodule of M such that Soc(M )^ c K and K^  = K n M \ 
thenM^ = K\ 
Proof: Suppose every uniform in M^  of exponent n is in K. Let y be a 
uniform element in M^  such that e(y) = n + 1, then we can find a 
submodule zR c yR such that d(yR/zR) = 1. Trivially z e K. Hence by h-
neatness of K there is a uniform element u e K such that d(uR/zR) = 1. 
Now appealing to [37, Lemma 2.3], we get e(y - u) < 1, so y - u G 
Soc(M). Since K^  = K n M\ consequently u E K\ Therefore y - u e K^  
and we get y e K\ Hence M^  c K and we have the desired assertion. 
Corollary (5.2.14): [28, Corollary 2]. If M is a QTAG-module and 
K is an h-pure submodule of M such that Soc(M )^ c K then M^  = K\ 
Theorem (5.2.15): [28, Theorem 3]. If M is a QTAG-module such 
that M = e ^ " XpR, 1 < d(XnR) < d(Xn+iR) for every n then M has a basic 
submodule other than M. 
Theorem (5.2.16): [28, Theorem 4]. If M is a QTAG-module then 
M has only one basic submodule if and only if it is either h-divisible or 
bounded. 
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Proof: In the case of h-divisibility and boundedness O and M are the 
only respective basic submodules. Now for the converse let B be a 
basic submodule of M. If B is unbounded then we can get submodule 
N c B such that N = © Z XpR, d(XnR) < d(Xn+iR). Therefore by Theorem 
5.2.15, N will have a proper basic submodule, consequently M will 
contain more basic submodule. Hence B is bounded and we get 
M = B © T, where T is h-divisible. Since h-divisible submodules are 
absolute summands, [22, Theorem 4], we can get more B's which is not 
possible. Therefore either M is h-divisible or M is bounded. 
5.3 Note on quasi-essential subsocies: 
The quasi-essential submodules in TAG-modules were studied in 
[24]. In this section few similar characterizations and their 
cons65quences are given which is studies by M. Zubair Khan, Rafiquddin 
and Kalimuddin for QTAG-module M satisfying the following condition. 
(A) For any finitely generated submodule N of M, R/ann(N) is right 
artinian. 
Definition (5.3.1): Let M be a QTAG-module. A subsocie S of M is 
called quasi-essential if M = N + K, where N is a complement of S and K 
is h-pure submodule of M containing S. 
Definition (5.3.2): Let M be a QTAG-module and S Q SOC(M) then S 
supports a submodule N of M if S = Soc(N). M is called h-pure-complete 
if eveiry subsocie of M supports an h-pure submodule of M. 
Lemma (5.3.3): Let M be a QTAG-module with M = N © K with NQC 
N and KQ C K. Let N' be a complement of No in N and K' be a 
complement of KQ in K, then N' © K' is a complement of No ® KQ in M. 
Lemma (5.3.4): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the condition (A) 
and N be an h-pure submodule of M. Then N is absolute summand of M 
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if and only if either N is h-divisible or Soc(Hn(M)) 2 Soc(N) 3 
Soc(Hn+i(M)) for some n. 
Proof: Let N be an absolute summand. If Soc(N) c M\ then as N is 
h-pure submodule Soc(N) c N\ Hence by [22, Lemma 2], N is h-
divisible. Let Soc{N) ^ M\ then by [24, Theorem 12], there exists a 
positive integer n such that Soc(Hn(M)) 3 Soc(N) 3 Soc(Hn+i(M)). 
Conversely, if N is h-divisible then N is absolute summand. Now 
suppose Soc(N) g M^  and Soc(Hn(M)) 3 Soc(N) 3 Soc(Hn+i(M)), then N 
is abjjolute summand. 
Proposition (5.3.5): Let S be a quasi-essential subsocle of a QTAG-
module M satisfying the condition (A) and N be an h-pure submodule of 
M supported by Soc(Hn(M)), then S n Hn(M) is a quasi-essential 
subsocle of N. 
Proof: Let So = S n Hn(M), then S = So ® S'. Clearly S' n Hn(M) = 0. 
Hence S' n N = 0 and we can embed S' into a complement K of N. 
Appealing to Lemma 5.3.4, we get M = K © N. Let N' be a complement 
of So in N and K' be a complement of S' in K then by Lemma 5.3.3, K' © 
N' is a complement of S in M. Now let T be an h-pure submodule of N 
such that So c T then trivially T ® K is h-pure submodule of M 
containing S. Therefore by assumption M = (T + K) + (K' + N') = (T + N') 
0 K. Hence N = T + N' as K n N = 0. Therefore S n Hn(M) is a quasi-
essential subsocle of N. 
Proposition (5.3.6): If S is a quasi-essential subsocle of a QTAG-
module M satisfying the condition (A) and Soc(HnM)) ^ S n Hn(M) + 
Soc(Hn+i(M)) for some n. Then S c Hn(M). 
Proof: Let us consider S n Hn4i(M) = So, then S = So © S', S' c S. Let 
N be an h-pure submodule of M such that Soc(N) = Soc(Hn+i(M)) then 
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S' n N = 0. Embedding S' into a complement K of N we get M = K © N. 
Let T be an h-pure submodule of K such tiiat Soc(T) = S' and T' be a 
complement of T in K then T' is also a complement of S'. Let N' be a 
complement of So in N then T' ® N' is a complement of S in M. Hence 
M = (N + T) + (T' + N') = N © (T © T') and we get K = T © V. Therefore, 
T is absolute summand of K. Appealing to [24, Theorem 12], 
Soc(Hm+i(K)) c S' c Soc(Hm(K)) for some m. Since N is h-pure with 
Soc(Hn+i(M)) = Soc(N). Therefore Soc(N) = Soc(Hk(N)) for all k < n + 1. 
Now Hn(M) = Hn(K) © Hn(N), we get Soc(Hn(M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(K)). 
As Soc(Hn(M)) ^Sn Hn(M) + Soc(Hn+i(M)), we have Soc(Hn(K)) ^ S' 
and hence n < k, so S' c Soc(Hn(K)). Now S = S' + So c: Soc(Hn(K)) + 
Soc(Hn+i(M)) = Soc(Hn(K)) © Soc(Hn(N)) = Soc(Hn(M)). Hence the result 
follows. 
Definition (5.3.7): Let M be a QTAG-module and S be a subsocle of 
M then S is called dense in Soc(M) if Soc(M) = S + Soc(Hn(M)) for all n. 
Proposition (5.3.8): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and S be a quasi-essential subsocle of M and S be also 
dense in Soc(M) then either S c M^  or S = Soc(M). 
Proposition (5.3.9): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and S be a quasi-essential subsocle of M. If Soc(Hk{M)) = 
S n Hk(M) + Soc(Hk+i(M)) for every k > n. Then either Hn+i(M) is h-
divisible or Soc(Hn+i(M)) c S. 
Proof: Let N be an h-pure submodule of M such that Soc(N) = 
Soc(Hn+i(M)). Then Hk(N) = Hk(M) for every k > n + 1. Therefore, 
Soc(Hk(N)) = S n Hk(N) + Soc(Hk.i(N)) for every k > n + 1. Also Soc(N) 
= Soc(Ht(N)) for all t < n + 1. Now we prove that Soc(N) = S n Hn+i(N)) + 
Soc(Hn+r(N)) for every r > 1. Trivially this is true for r = 1. Suppose 
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Soc(N) = S n Hn+i(N) + Soc(Hn+r(N)). Since Soc(Hn+r(N)) = S n Hn+r(N) + 
Soc{Hn+r+i{N)), so WG get Soc(N) = S n Hn+i{N) + Soc(Hn+r+i{N)). 
Therefore, Soc(N) = S n Hn+i(N) + Soc(Hn+i(N)) for every r > 1. Hence 
S n Hn+i(N) = S' (say) is a dense subsocle of N and due to Prop. 5.3.5, 
it is quasi-essential in N. Now by Prop. 5.3.8 either S' c N^  or S' = 
Soc(N). If S c N^  then due to denseness of S', N will be h-divisible. 
Hence N = Hn+i(M) and we get Hn+i(M) to be h-divisible. If S' = Soc(N) 
then trivially Soc(Hn+i(M)) c S. 
Theorem (5.3.10): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the condition 
(A) and S be a subsocle of M. Then S is quasi-essential in M if and only 
if any one of the following holds. 
(i) S c M^  
(ii) Soc(Hn(M)) D S 3 Soc(Hn+i(M)) for some n > 0. 
Corollary (5.3.11): If M is a QTAG-module satisfying the condition 
(A) and S is quasi-essential and S c M^  implies S is contained in a 
h-divisible submodule of M, then S supports an absolute summand. 
Proof: Let S be quasi-essential. If S ^ M^  then by Theorem 5.3.10, 
Soc(Hn M)) D S D Soc(Hn+i(M)) for some n > 0. Hence by [24, Theorem 
12], S supports an absolute summand of M. If S c M^  then S c N for 
some h-divisible submodule N of M. Hence there exists an h-pure 
submodule K of N such that S = Soc(K). Trivially K is h-divisible 
submodule of N. Hence K is an absolute summand of M. 
Corollary (5.3.12): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the condition 
(A) and S be a subsocle of M then S supports an absolute summand of 
M iff S is quasi-essential and S c M^  implies S c D, where D is maximal 
h-divisible part of M. 
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5.4 Quasi h-pure submodules: 
In this section, some basic results of h-pure submodules are 
given [Theorem 5.4.2 and Theorem 5.4.4] for the subsequent use. In 
general it is known that Soc(A + B) ^  Soc(A) + Soc(B). The equality for 
some submodules motivated to define the concept of quasi h-pure 
submiodules. 
Firstly, we have discussed some characterization of h-neat and h-
pure submodules. 
Proposition (5.4.1): A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is h-neat 
if and only if Soc(M/N) = (Soc(M) + N)/N. 
Theorem (5.4.2): A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is h-pure in 
M if and only if Soc(Hn(M/N)) = (Soc(Hn(M)) + N)/N, for all non-negative 
integers n. 
Notation (5.4.3): For any non-negative integer n, we denote by 
S"(M) the submodule Soc(Hn(M/N)) and by Sn(M) the submodule 
(Soc(Hn(M)) + N)/N and Sn(M, N) = S"(M)/Sn(M). 
In terms of above notation and Theorem 5.4.2, we have the 
following. 
Theorem (5.4.4): Let M be a QTAG-module. A submodule N of M is 
h-pure if and only if St(M, N) = 0 for all t > 0. 
Theorem (5.4.5): Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of 
M and K is a proper h-pure submodule of M containing N, then the 
follovying holds. 
(i) S^ (M) = S^ (K) + St(M). 
(ii) S'(K) n S,(M) = St(K). 
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Proof: (i) Let x e S'(M) be a uniform element, where x is a uniform in 
Ht(M). Then we can get a uniform element y e N such that d(xR/yR) =1, 
then y e N n K n Ht+i(M). As K is h-pure, y e Ht+i(K). Therefore there is 
a uniform element z G Ht(K) such that d(zR/yR) = 1. Hence e(x - z) < 1 
and we get x - z e Soc(Ht(M)). Consequently, x = z + w, where w G 
Soc(Ht(M)) and x G S^(K) + St(M). Hence S*(M) = S (^K) + St(M). 
(ii) Let X G S (^K) n S,(M), then x = y = z , y G S*(K) and z G S,(M). 
As y - z G N, where y G Ht(K) and z G Soc(Ht(M)), we have y - z G K n 
Ht(M) = Ht(K) and so y - z = w G Ht(K). Consequently, z = y - w G 
Soc(Ht(k)). Hence x = z = y - w + NG (Soc(H,{K)) + N)/N = St(K) and 
we get S*(K) n S,(M) = St(K). 
Notation (5.4.6): For any non-negative integer t, we denote by 
N^M) the submodule (N + H„i(M)) n Soc(Ht(M)) and by Nt(M) the 
submodule N n Soc(H,(M)) + SOC(HHI(M)) and by Qt(M,N)= N*(M)/Nt(M). 
Theorem (5.4.7): If N and K are submodules of a QTAG-module M 
such that N c K and K is h-pure in M, then the module Qn(M, N) and 
Qn(K, N) are isomorphic. 
Theorem (5.4.8): Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is h-neat 
submodule of M, then N is h-pure in M if and only if Qn(M, N) = 0 for 
every n > 0. 
Proof: Let N be h-pure in M then by Theorem 5.4.7, N\N)/Nt(N) = 
N*(M)/Nt(M) for all t > 0, but N'(N) = N,(N). Therefore N'(M) = Nt(M) and 
we get Qt(M, N) = 0. Conversely, suppose N n Hn(M) = Hn(N). Let x be 
a uniform element in N n Hn+i(M) then there is a uniform element y G 
Hn(M) such that d(yR/xR) = 1 and also as x G N n Hn.i(M) c N n Hn(M) 
= Hn(N). We can find a uniform element x G Hn-i(N) such that 
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d(zR/xR)=1. Hence e(y - z) < 1 and so y - z e Soc(M) but y - z e N + 
Hn(M) and y - z e Soc(Hn-i(M)). Therefore, y - z G (N + Hn(M)) n 
Soc(Hn-i(M)) but N*"\M) = Nt_i(M), we get y - z 6 N n Soc(Hn-i(M)) + 
Soc(Hn(M)). S o y - z = a + b, a e N n Soc(Hn_i(M)), b G Soc(Hn(M)), 
which gives y - b = a + Z G N n Hn(M) = Hn(N). Hence xR = Hi(yR) = 
Hi((y - b)R) c Hn+i(N). Therefore, N is h-pure in M. 
Now, we discuss on quasi h-pure submodule weakening the 
concept of h-pure submodules. 
The question: what are the submodules for which Qn(IVI, N) = 0 for 
all n > 0 ? Gave the motivation define the following. 
Definition (5.4.9): A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is quasi h-
pure in M if Qn(M, N) = 0 for all n > 0. 
Proposition (5.4.10): Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is h-pure 
submodule of M or if N is a subsocle of M, then N is quasi h-pure. 
Now we give the following nice characterization of quasi h-pure 
submodule. 
Theorem (5.4.11): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then 
the following are equivalent. 
(a) N is quasi h-pure in M. 
(b) Soc(N + Hn(M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn(M)) for all n > 1. 
(c) Hi(N n Hn(M)) = Hi(N) n Hn.i(M) for all n > 1. 
Theorem (5.4.12): Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of 
M, then N is h-pure in M if and only if N is h-neat and quasi h-pure in M. 
Theorem (5.4.13): Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of 
M, then the following hold. 
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(i) If Soc(N) is h-dense in Soc(M), then N is quasi h-pure in M. 
(ii) If N is quasi h-pure in M, then every essential submodule of N 
is quasi h-pure in M. 
Corollary (5.4.14): [15, Theorem 66.3]. Let M be a QTAG-
module. If S is a h-dense subsocle of M, then any submodule N with 
Soc(N) c S can be extended to an h-pure submodule K of M such that 
Soc(K) = S. 
Proposition (5.4.15): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, 
then the following hold. 
(i) Q^.n(M, N) = Qm(Hn{M), N n Hn(M)) for all n, m > 0. 
(ii) Qj(M,N) = 0 for j = 0, 1, ..., n if and only if Soc(N + Ht(M)) = 
Soc(N) + Soc(Ht(M)) for t = 1, ..., n + 1. 
(iii) if N is quasi h-pure in M, then N n Hn(M) is quasi h-pure in 
Hn(M)foralln. 
Also if for some n > 1, N n Hn(M) is quasi h-pure in Hn(M) and 
Soc(N + Ht(M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Ht(M)) for t = 1, 2, ..., n, then N is quasi 
h-pure in M. 
Proof: (i) is straight forward. 
(ii) If Soc(N + Ht(M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Ht(M)) for t = 1, 2, ..., n +1, then 
trivially Qj(M, N) = 0 for j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n. Conversely, as Qo(M, N) = 0 we 
get Soc(N + Hi(M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hi(M)). Now suppose Soc(N + 
Ht(M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Ht(M)) for t < n + 1. Then Soc(M + HHI(M)) C 
Soc(N) + Soc(Ht(M)). As done in Theorem 5.4.11 we get Soc(N + 
HHI(M)) = Soc(N) + SOC(HHI(M)). 
(iii) Due to (i), N n Hn(M) is quasi h-pure in Hn(M). Conversely, if 
N n Hn(M) is quasi h-pure in Hn(M), Qm+n(M, N) = 0 for all m > 0. But 
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from (ii) we have Qj(M, N) = 0 for j = 0, 1, ..., n - 1. Hence Q,(M, N) = 0 
for all t > 0. So that N is quasi h-pure in M. 
Proposition (5.4.16): Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a 
submodule of M and K is h-neat submodule of N. Then any submodule 
T of M maximal with respect to T n N = K, is h-neat and Soc(M) c T + 
Soc(N). 
Proof: Trivially T/K is complement of N/K in M/K. Hence T/K is h-neat 
in M/K and Soc(M/K) = Soc(T/K) = Soc(N/K). Using Prop. 5.4.1 we have 
Soc(N/K) = (Soc(N) + K)/K. Hence Soc(M) c T + Soc{N). Let x be a 
uniform element in T n Hi(M), then there exists a uniform element y e 
M such that d(yR/xR = 1) if y e T we are d6he, otherwise h-neatness of 
T/K in M/K will result a uniform element t e T/K such that d(tR/xR) =1. 
Hence e(y - t ) < 1. Therefore, y - t e Soc(M/K). Hence we can find u G 
Soc(N) and v G T such that y - 1 - u - v G K. SO, y = t + U + V + W, WGK. 
Hence xR = Hi((t + u + v + w)R) = Hi((t + v + w)R) c Hi(T). Therefore T 
is h-neat in M. 
Theorem (5.4.17): Let M be a QTAG-module. If K is h-pure 
submodule of Hn(M), where n > 0. Then every submodule T of M 
maximal with respect to T n Hn(M) = K, is h-pure in M. 
Proof: Prop. 5.4.16 yields that T is h-neat in M and Soc(M) c T + 
Soc(Hn(M)). Hence Soc(T + Ht(M)) = Soc(T) + Soc(Ht(M)) for t = 1, 2, ..., 
n. Trivially T n Hn(M) is quasi h-pure in Hn(M). Hence Prop. 5.4.15 (iii), 
T is quasi h-pure in M. Therefore by Theorem 5.4.12, T is h-pure in M. 
As in [30] a submodule N of M is called h-dense if M/N is h-
divisible. From the notation of N*(M) and Nt(M), it is easy to see that 
N*(M) = Soc(N n Ht(M)) + H^,,{M)) and N,(M) = Soc(Soc(N) n H,(M) + 
Ht+i(M)). Now using Theorem 5.4.11, we establish the following results. 
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Proposition (5.4.18): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and 
K is a quasi h-pure h-dense submodule of N, then Qt(M,K) = Qt(M,N) for 
all t > 0. 
Proof: Due to h-divisibility of N/K, we have N = K + H,(N) for all t > 0. 
Hence N'(M) = K'(M) for all t. Since K is quasi h-pure in N, so by 
Theorem 5.4.11, Soc(N) = Soc(K) = + Soc(Ht(N)) for all t > 0. Now 
N,(M) = Soc(Soc(N) n Ht(M) + HHI(M)) = (Soc(N)rtM) 
= (Soc(N) + HHI(M)) n Soc(Ht(M)) 
= (Soc(K) + SOC(HHI(N) + HHI(M)) n Soc(Ht(M))) 
= (Soc(K) + HHI(M)) n Soc(Ht(M)) = (Soc(K))'(M) = Kt(M) 
Therefore, Qt(M, K) = Qt(M, N). 
Proposition (5.4.19): If N is quasi h-pure in a QTAG-module M and 
800(14)^1^;° H„(M),then N c Q ^ H„(M). 
Proof: Suppose every uniform element of N of exponent t lies inside 
n Hn(M). Let X be a uniform element in N such that e(x) = t + 1. Then we 
can find a uniform element y e xR such that d(xR/yR) = 1. Hence y G 
n Hn(M) and we get y e Hn(M) for every n. Consequently, there is a 
uniform element Zj e Hi(M) such that d(ZiR/yR) = 1 which in turn will give 
e(x - z,) < 1. So X - Zi 6 Soc(N + Hi(M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hi(M)). Let 
x -Z | = u + v, us Soc(N) and v e Soc(Hi(M)). Since Soc(N) c nHn(M), 
so X 6! n Hn(M) and we get N c f|" H„ (M). 
Finally appealing to Theorem 5.4.7 and Proposition 5.4.18, we 
have the following. 
Theorem (5.4.20): If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then 
the following hold. 
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(a) If N is quasi h-pure in M and K is h-pure in M such that N c K, 
then N is quasi h-pure in K. 
(b) If N is quasi h-pure in an h-pure submodule K of M, then N is 
quasi h-pure in M. 
(c) If N is quasi h-pure in M, then every quasi h-pure and h-dense 
submodule K of N is quasi h-pure in M. 
(d) If N has a quasi h-pure and h-dense submodule K such that K 
is also quasi h-pure in M, then N is quasi h-pure in M. 
5.5 Center of h-purity: 
Definition (5.5.1): Let M be a QTAG-module and N a submodule of 
M then N is called Center of h-purity in M if every complement of N in M 
is h-pure submodule of M. 
Now we state some results as given in [24]. 
Proposition (5.5.2): [24, Theorem 1]. Let M be a QTAG-module 
and N a submodule of M with N < K^  for some submodule K of M. Then 
for any complement T of N in M, M = T + K. 
Proposition (5.5.3): [24, Corollary 2]. Let M be a QTAG-module, 
N a submodule of M^  and K be any h-pure submodule of M containing 
N. Then for any complement T of N in M, M = T + K. 
Proposition (5.5.4): Let M be a QTAG-module, N a submodule of 
M^  and K be a submodule of M with K n N = (j). Then K is complement 
of N in M if and only if K is h-pure, M/K is a direct sum of uniform 
modules of infinite length and M = K + T for any h-pure submodule T of 
M containing N. 
Proposition (5.5.5): Let M be a QTAG-module, K an h-pure 
submodule of M containing N of MV Then K is a direct summand of M if 
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and only if there exists a complement submodule T of N in M such that 
T n K is a direct summand of T. 
Proposition (5.5.6): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A), (given in section 5.3), and N be a submodule of M. Then 
there exists a submodule K of M such that K is maximal with respect to 
K n N = (j) and K is not h-pure in M if and only if the following condition 
is satisfied. 
(*) There exists uniform element u G N and v e N such that u + v is 
uniform and 
(i) e(v) > e(u) = 1 
(ii) H(v) = H(u) < H(u + v) 
(iii) vR n N = ([). 
Proposition (5.5.7): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A). Let L = Soc(Hn(M)), T« = Soc(M )^ and T»+i = T<«+2 = 0. Let 
N be a submodule of M then N is center of h-purity in M, if and only if 
there exists k with 0 < k < co such that Tk 3 Soc(N) 2 Tk+2. 
Proposition (5.5.8): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A), S c Soc(M) and S be center of h-purity in M. If S is not 
quasi-essential in M then there exists uniform element x e Soc(M), x ^ 
S, s G S such that x + s is uniform and H(x) = H(s) = n H(x + s) = n + 1 
for some n. 
Proposition (5.5.9): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and S c Soc(M) such that Soc(Hn(M)) D S D Soc(Hn.i(M)) 
for some n, then S is quasi-essential in M. 
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Proposition (5.5.10): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and S c Soc(M) such that S supports an absolute 
summand N of IVI, then S is quasi-essential in M. 
F^roposition (5.5.11): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and N be an h-pure submodule of M such that M/N is h-
pure-complete. Let S be a subsocle of M such that Soc(N) < S then S 
supports an h-pure submodule K of M containing N. 
Proposition (5.5.12): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and S < Soc(M) such that S 2 Soc(Hn(M)) for some n > 1, 
then S supports an h-pure submodule K of M containing Hn(M). 
Proposition (5.5.13): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and S c Soc(M) such that S2M\ then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) S is both a center of h-purity in M and a quasi-essential 
subsocle of M. 
(ii) S is supports an absolute summand. 
(ill) There exists a natural numbers n such that Soc(Hn(M)) 3 S 3 
Soc(Hn.i(M)). 
Proposition (5.5.14): Let M be a QTAG-module satisfying the 
condition (A) and M be h-pure-complete. Then every quasi-essential 
subsocle of M is a center of h-purity in M. 
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